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Abstract
Shared computing infrastructures (e.g., cloud computing, enterprise datacenters) have become the norm today due to their lower operational costs
and IT management costs. However, resource sharing introduces challenges
in controlling performance for each of the workloads using the infrastructure.
For user-facing workloads (e.g., web server, email server), one of the most
important performance metrics companies want to control is tail latency, the
time it takes to complete the most delayed requests. Ideally, companies would
be able to specify tail latency performance goals, also called Service Level
Objectives (SLOs), to ensure that almost all requests complete quickly.
Meeting tail latency SLOs is challenging for multiple reasons. First, tail
latency is significantly affected by the burstiness that is commonly exhibited by
production workloads. Burstiness leads to transient queueing, which is a major
cause of high tail latency. Second, tail latency is often due to I/O (e.g., storage,
networks), and I/O devices exhibit performance peculiarities that make it hard
to meet SLOs. Third, the end-to-end latency is affected by sum of latencies
across multiple types of resources such as storage and networks. Most of the
existing research, however, have ignored burstiness and focused on a single
resource.
This thesis introduces new techniques for meeting end-to-end tail latency
SLOs in both storage and networks while accounting for the burstiness that
arises in production workloads. We address open questions in scheduling
policies, admission control, and workload placement. We build a new Quality
of Service (QoS) system for meeting tail latency SLOs in networked storage
infrastructures. Our system uses prioritization and rate limiting as tools for
controlling the congestion between workloads. We introduce a novel approach
for intelligently configuring the workload priorities and rate limits using two
different types of queueing analyses: Deterministic Network Calculus (DNC)
and Stochastic Network Calculus (SNC). By integrating these mathematical
analyses into our system, we are able to build better algorithms for optimizing
the resource usage. Our implementation results using realistic workload traces
on a physical cluster demonstrate that our approach can meet tail latency SLOs
while achieving better resource utilization than the state-of-the-art.

While this thesis focuses on scheduling policies, admission control, and
workload placement in storage and networks, the ideas presented in our work
can be applied to other related problems such as workload migration and
datacenter provisioning. Our theoretically grounded techniques for controlling
tail latency can also be extended beyond storage and networks to other contexts
such as the CPU, cache, etc. For example, in real-time CPU scheduling
contexts, our DNC-based techniques could be used to provide strict latency
guarantees while accounting for workload burstiness.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computing has returned to the age of sharing resources, both for the masses (e.g., cloud
computing) and enterprises (e.g., Google datacenters). This is because running on shared
infrastructures significantly reduces both operational costs and IT management costs.
However, sharing also introduces a myriad of challenges. How does one ensure performance
goals for applications sharing resources? Which shared resources should be assigned to an
application? How much performance isolation does one want between applications?
One of the hardest challenges in sharing resources is meeting latency performance goals.
Latency is temporal and is highly affected by how requests queue in the system. Even
if system utilization is low, latency can be poor if applications send requests at the same
time. In the average case, the probability that applications send requests at the same time
may be low enough. However, the tail latency (i.e., latency of the slowest requests) is still
significantly impacted by queueing within the system.
In this thesis, we look at the question of how to meet tail latency Service Level Objectives (SLOs) (i.e., performance goals) when sharing networked storage systems in
datacenters.

1.1

Motivation

Our work is motivated by three trends:
First, companies like Google and Amazon are growing concerned about long latencies
at the 99th and 99.9th tail percentiles [20, 21]. As technology improves, users become
accustomed to low latency and start to expect near instant response times. If one out of
every hundred requests is slow, users may eventually switch to a competitor’s product.
Furthermore, as applications send more requests in parallel, the need for low tail latencies
becomes increasingly important since jobs often run at the speed of the slowest request.
1

applications with
tail latency SLOs

network

data stores

W1: 99%<150ms
W2: 99.9%<200ms
W3: 90%<200ms
W4: 99%<400ms

1
2

1
3

3
4

2
4

Figure 1.1: Our system operates in a shared networked storage environment within a datacenter. Applications (squares) run in client VMs and access storage volumes (triangles) on
servers over a network. Each workload specifies a tail latency SLO, e.g., 99% of workload
W1 ’s requests should have a latency less than 150ms (99% < 150ms). As illustrated by
the network paths, workloads may congest at different parts in the system. For example,
workload W1 and W2 congest at the top left link, whereas W1 and W3 congest at the top right.
Second, with the growth in data-driven applications, I/O latencies due to storage
and networks play a large part in the end-to-end user experience for latency sensitive
applications. Storage is often the hardest resource to share and is typically the bottleneck
resource. Unless storage accesses can be completely avoided, storage latencies typically
have the most impact on tail latency.
Third, applications are moving into multi-tenant datacenter environments where resources are shared, particularly network and storage. This shift in industry to consolidate
applications onto shared infrastructures is beneficial in reducing resource and IT management costs. However, while consolidation leads to greater economies of scale, it also
introduces challenges in meeting tail latency SLOs.

1.2

Problem definition

Our work targets a networked storage environment within a datacenter, as illustrated in
Figure 1.1. Our system is designed to supplement existing systems with the ability to
provide tail latency guarantees. For example, our work could be applied to cloud storage
settings such as Amazon’s Elastic Block Store (EBS) or OpenStack’s Cinder. It can also
apply to enterprise settings with storage servers running, for example, Network File System
(NFS).
2

We now define some common terminology used throughout this thesis:
Definition 1. (Application)
Applications (squares in Figure 1.1) run in client VMs and access storage volumes
(triangles) on storage servers over a network. In our work, we focus on user-facing
applications such as email servers or web servers that require low latency.
Definition 2. (Request)
Storage requests are sent over time by applications to access their data. A request is
sent from a client to a server and back. Requests are represented by a timestamp, request
type (read/write), request size (e.g., 4KB), and request offset (i.e., logical block address
(LBA)).
Definition 3. (Workload)
An application’s workload consists of a sequence of requests that arrive over time.
Definition 4. (Trace)
A storage trace is a list of requests with their timestamps, request types, request sizes,
and request offsets. Traces are used to analyze workload behavior and can also be used to
replay a workload’s behavior for experimentation.
Definition 5. (Stage)
A request traverses multiple stages to access data. It first traverses a network stage to
get to the server. It then traverses a storage stage to access the data on the storage device. It
lastly traverses a network stage to return to the application with a response.
Definition 6. (End-to-end latency)
The end-to-end latency is the total time it takes a request to complete (i.e., completion
time minus arrival time), including all of the time in the network and storage and all of the
queueing.
Definition 7. (Tail latency Service Level Objective (SLO))
A tail latency SLO specifies a latency performance goal, which is described by an SLO
latency (e.g., 150ms) and an SLO percentile (e.g., 99%). For example, we write workload
W1 ’s SLO in Figure 1.1 as 99% < 150ms, which represents an SLO where 99% of W1 ’s
requests have end-to-end latencies under 150ms. Different workloads are allowed to specify
different SLOs, e.g., W2 : 99.9% < 200ms and W3 : 90% < 200ms and W4 : 99% < 400ms.
These SLOs are each specified over a pair of workload and storage volume, which is known
in literature as the pipe model. Applications accessing multiple storage volumes would
specify SLOs for each storage volume.
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1.3

Problem scope

Providing tail latency SLO guarantees is a broad problem with many open research questions. This section describes the scope of this thesis.
First, our work focuses on tail latency due to queueing, which is a major source of
high tail latency. Improving the speed and/or tail latency of the underlying storage/network
devices is complementary to our work. Instead, we take a black box approach where we
assume the storage and network device performance can be profiled to extract information
about tail latency, bandwidth, and throughput characteristics of devices. Small differences in
device performance over time can be addressed by using a more conservative performance
profile. To account for the performance peculiarities between different types of devices
(e.g., SSD, disk), our profiling is specific to the type of device (see Section 2.3.2 for details).
Second, our work is designed for long-running user-facing workloads such as web
servers or email servers. Our work is designed for open-loop workloads where requests are
ultimately generated from external sources (i.e., users). We assume the expected user traffic
load and burstiness can be upper bounded. It is impossible to guarantee tail latency SLOs
with completely unpredictable workload behavior; an upper bound on traffic is necessary
to reason about latency. In a sense, the upper bound on traffic specifies the amount of
storage/network resource required to support the workload. Changes to workload behavior
over time can be addressed by updating a workload’s traffic requirements, but we assume
this does not happen too frequently as it may trigger migrations.
Third, our work is designed for normal operating conditions. Mechanisms for handling
failures are orthogonal to our work. For example, if storage is replicated for fault-tolerance,
our work is useful for meeting SLOs for each replica. If storage in one replica fails, we
cannot guarantee SLOs in that replica, but another replica will be able to respond within
the desired tail latency SLO. The same applies to network failures that affect one replica.
Network failures that significantly affect the network bandwidth of all replicas is outside
the scope of our work. Also, incorporating our work into other fault-tolerance mechanisms
is left to future work.

1.4

Goals

The goal of our work is to build a networked storage Quality of Service (QoS) system that
can:
1. Meet each workload’s end-to-end tail latency SLO
2. Efficiently utilize resources by admitting more workloads or minimizing the number
of servers
4

Clearly, there is a tradeoff between achieving both goals. Using more resources will
help meet SLOs due to reduced queueing. Using less resources will improve utilization,
but may result in SLO violations due to high contention between workloads. Our work
uses a variety of techniques including prioritization, rate limiting, admission control, and
workload placement to strike the right balance between these goals.

1.5

Challenges

There are three primary challenges we face in sharing networked storage.
First, real-world workloads in production environments often exhibit bursty behavior.
This burstiness often occurs at sub-second/second granularities, which does not significantly
affect the average load, but has a large effect on tail latency. To meet tail latency SLOs, it
is important to understand the interaction between the burstiness of multiple workloads
sharing the system. Specifically, we need to have upper bounds on the queueing that could
happen when workloads have bursts simultaneously.
Second, workloads are different both in their behavior and requirements, and they
need to be treated accordingly. Specifically, workloads are bursty in different ways. One
workload could have large, infrequent bursts. Another workload may have smaller, more
frequent bursts. Yet another workload may have a medium, extended duration burst. Each
of these behaviors affects the congestion within the system in different ways. Furthermore,
each of the workloads may specify a different tail latency SLO. Our system needs to
understand these differences between workloads to properly manage them.
Third, our goal is to build a unified QoS framework for both storage and networks, so
we need to deal with the peculiarities of each type of resource. For storage, Solid State
Drives (SSDs) and disks have their individual performance peculiarities (e.g., SSD writes
are slower than reads whereas disks suffer from random access seek times). For networks,
there are different workloads congesting at each network link. Furthermore, it is challenging
to account for the end-to-end latency that spans both storage and network.

1.6

Thesis statement

Tail latency QoS systems should be designed to use a queueing analysis to properly quantify
the effect of each workload’s burstiness on tail latency. By incorporating a queueing
analysis, a QoS system is able to pack workloads onto servers and determine a priori
whether workloads can share a server while guaranteeing tail latency SLOs, which is not
possible using reactive approaches.
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Our new techniques demonstrate how to co-locate workloads to achieve better resource
utilization than state-of-the-art approaches without violating SLOs. In particular, we study
how to efficiently meet tail latency SLOs from the perspective of scheduling policies,
admission control, and workload placement. We target real-world workloads, which are
bursty both in their inter-arrival times and in their request sizes, running on multiple types
of storage devices including magnetic disks and SSDs. Within this context, we answer the
following questions:
• Q1 (traffic enforcement): How do we limit the impact of one workload on another?
• Q2 (scheduling policy): How should we arbitrate between shared workloads so that

each workload can meet its SLO? How do we handle workloads with different SLO
latencies (e.g., 400ms, 800ms, best-effort)?
• Q3 (admission control): How can we efficiently decide upfront whether to admit a

new workload into the system while still guaranteeing all existing SLOs and the new
workload’s SLO?
• Q4 (SLO percentiles): How do we handle workloads with various SLO percentiles

(e.g., 90th, 99th, 99.9th percentiles)?
• Q5 (SLO-aware workload placement): When dealing with thousands of workloads,

which workloads should be co-located to best meet their SLOs while minimizing the
resources used?

1.7

Prior work summary

Our research tackles questions spanning multiple problem domains, each with its set of
related work. Despite all these existing works, our questions are still open. In this section,
we highlight the most relevant work (see each chapter’s related work for details).
Storage scheduling: Much of the prior work on storage scheduling is limited to the
easier problem of sharing storage bandwidth [36, 38, 45, 67, 75, 79]. Sharing bandwidth is
easier than sharing to meet latency goals because bandwidth is an average over time that
is not affected by transient queueing. Some prior works target latency, but most of these
works focus on the average latency [35, 46, 55, 56]. Looking at the average can mask some
of the worst-case behaviors that often lead to stragglers.
A couple recent works, Cake [76] and Avatar [85], have considered tail latency SLOs
at the 99th and 95th percentiles. Cake works by using reactive feedback-control based
techniques. However, reactive approaches such as Cake do not work well for bursty
workloads because bursts can cause a lot of SLO violations before one can react to them.
Avatar [85] is an Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduler with rate limiting support, aimed
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at meeting the 95th percentile. Avatar suffers from three limitations. First, it does not
address how to set rate limits. Second, its rate limiting model is not configurable for
workloads of varying burstiness. Third, EDF scheduling does not generalize to networks
since EDF relies on having a single entity that can timestamp and order requests. In our
PriorityMeister work (Chapter 3), we show how to schedule multiple workloads to meet
end-to-end tail latency SLOs in both storage and network, overcoming the limitations in
Cake and Avatar.
Admission control: Recently, approaches for guaranteeing tail latency SLOs in datacenter networks [34, 43] have emerged. These works are based on a worst-case analysis
known as Deterministic Network Calculus (DNC). Since DNC is a worst-case analysis, it
is designed for analyzing the 100th percentile latency. Yet, DNC is still used despite the
fact that typical users are only asking for SLOs at the 99th [81] or 99.9th [21] percentiles.
This is done for two reasons. First, the mathematics for a worst-case analysis is far easier to
understand than the mathematics for a tail percentile. Second, meeting a 100th percentile
SLO implies meeting tail latency SLOs at lower percentiles (e.g., 99th, 99.9th). However,
admission decisions based on the 100th percentile can be very conservative. The worst-case
DNC analysis assumes all workloads behave adversarially where all workloads have bursts
at exactly the same time, which is unrealistic in many settings.
The conservative nature of DNC-based admission control is known, and a new branch
of theory called Stochastic Network Calculus (SNC) has been developed to address the
shortcomings of DNC [13, 14, 17, 19, 25, 28, 48, 63, 64, 69, 82]. However, all of these
works are only in theory and have never been applied in practice to computer systems. In
our SNC-Meister work (Chapter 4), we show how to practically apply SNC for deciding
admission in our networked storage system.
Workload placement: Most of the prior work on storage workload placement focus
on load balancing [6, 8, 23, 37, 39, 61, 68]. While load balancing works well for providing
fairness or throughput SLOs, it is not sufficient for tail latency SLOs. Tail latency is not only
affected by the load of each workload, but also the burstiness. Little is known about how
to pack workloads together while meeting tail latency SLOs. In our WorkloadCompactor
work (Chapter 5), we show the importance of dynamically setting rate limits for workloads
in order to co-locate more workloads while meeting SLOs.

1.8

Outline

In this section, we outline the key ideas and results for answering each of our questions,
with details in the remainder of this thesis.
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System architecture (Q1):
Chapter 2 describes our system architecture. We answer the first question, Q1, by describing
the mechanisms for enforcing a workload’s impact on another workload. Specifically, we
explain how our system enforces priorities and rate limits for both storage and network
traffic. For storage, we build a thin, transparent shim layer on top of Network File System
(NFS) where we queue, prioritize, and rate limit NFS RPC requests. By using a shim
layer, we are able to implement everything in userspace without any kernel modifications.
For networks, we enforce priorities and rate limits via the Linux Traffic Control (TC)
interface at each end-host. Network prioritization at the network switches is enforced via
the Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field (a.k.a. TOS IP field), where priorities
are marked in this field using Linux TC at the end-hosts.
PriorityMeister (Q2):
Chapter 3 describes our PriorityMeister [86] work. We answer the second question, Q2,
by comparing multiple scheduling policies and demonstrating how to configure priorities
and rate limits to meet tail latency SLOs. We use prioritization to provide better latency for
the workloads that need it most (i.e., low latency SLO). To prevent high priority workloads
from starving low priority workloads, we use rate limiting to limit the impact of each of the
workloads.
PriorityMeister is novel in that it analyzes the burstiness of workloads and uses queueing
models from Deterministic Network Calculus (DNC) [50] as a building block for automatically selecting storage and network priorities and rate limits. PriorityMeister introduces
an algorithm for finding a priority ordering that meets each workload’s tail latency SLO.
We also introduce the idea of using multiple rate limiters for a given workload to better
characterize and limit a workload’s burstiness. Our results show that PriorityMeister can
meet tail latency SLOs with bursty workloads whereas reactive policies do not cope well
with the burstiness found in real workloads.
SNC-Meister (Q3 & Q4):
Chapter 4 describes our SNC-Meister [87] work. We answer the third and fourth questions,
Q3 and Q4, on how to provide admission control for SLOs at various tail percentiles (e.g.,
99th, 99.9th). Specifically, we evaluate multiple admission control policies along two
dimensions: how well they meet tail latency SLOs and how many workloads they admit.
We find that state-of-the-art admission control systems can meet tail latency SLOs, but are
conservative in the number of workloads they admit.
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SNC-Meister also meets tail latency SLOs, but is able to admit many more workloads
because it is based on a very new probabilistic theory called Stochastic Network Calculus
(SNC) [27]. In fact, SNC-Meister is the first computer system to bring SNC to practice.
SNC is designed to calculate tail latencies at any percentile, whereas all the state-of-the-art
systems use the worst-case DNC theory, which is designed for the 100th percentile. Our
results show that SNC-Meister meets workload SLOs while admitting 75% more workloads
than DNC-based approaches targeting the 100th percentile.
WorkloadCompactor (Q5):
Chapter 5 describes our WorkloadCompactor work. We answer the fifth question, Q5, on
how to best place workloads onto storage servers to minimize cost while meeting SLOs.
Most prior works treat the placement problem as a load balancing problem [6, 8, 23, 37, 39,
61, 68]. However, with tail latency SLOs, both the load and burstiness of a workload affects
the ability to co-locate workloads. A common way of representing load and burstiness is
through the rate (r) and bucket size (b) parameters in token bucket rate limiters, where the
rate represents the load and the bucket size represents the burstiness.
A key finding in our work is that the selection of the hr, bi parameters makes a big
difference in the ability to pack workloads onto a server. Unfortunately, little is known on
how to actually configure workload rate limits. WorkloadCompactor introduces a novel
way of automatically selecting hr, bi parameters to minimize the number of servers needed
to satisfy workload SLOs. WorkloadCompactor also introduces a scalable placement
heuristic to quickly decide workload placements within seconds. Our results show that
WorkloadCompactor uses 30-60% fewer servers than state-of-the-art approaches while
meeting tail latency SLOs.
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Chapter 2
System architecture
In this chapter, we describe the architecture of our new Quality of Service (QoS) system
for tail latency Service Level Objectives (SLOs). Our QoS system adds the ability to
provide tail latency guarantees to existing shared networked storage infrastructures within a
datacenter. For example, it is suitable for cloud storage settings such as Amazon’s Elastic
Block Store (EBS) or OpenStack’s Cinder. Our system can also be used in enterprise
settings with storage servers running, for example, Network File System (NFS).
This chapter specifically addresses the question of what mechanisms do we use to limit
the impact of one workload on another co-located workload. For example, our system needs
to incorporate mechanisms that provide different levels of service to workloads based on
their needs. We also need to include mechanisms for handling the burstiness that commonly
arises in production workloads.
We first describe the overall design of our QoS system in Section 2.1. We then describe
the two major components of our system: Section 2.2 describes our QoS enforcement, and
Section 2.3 explains some key aspects of how we configure QoS parameters, with details in
the following chapters.

2.1

System design

Our system originates from our IOFlow [71] work at Microsoft and is extended to work in
Linux environments with NFS. Like IOFlow, our system takes a software-defined storage
approach where the data plane is separated from the control plane.
Data plane: The data plane consists of components that handle the transport of data and
enforce QoS policies. Section 2.2 describes the details in building our enforcement modules.
We enforce priorities and rate limits at both the storage and network resources within our
system to control the interference between workloads and provide better latency for the
11

workloads that need it most (i.e., workloads having a low SLO latency and/or high SLO
percentile). Using priority also allows our work to operate in existing systems alongside
other best effort traffic. Any workloads that require a tail latency SLO would opt-in to our
system to receive a higher priority, and all other best effort workloads would operate at the
default lowest priority level. Lastly, to prevent starvation of low priority workloads, we
enforce rate limits for each workload at the storage and network resources.
Control plane: The control plane in our system consists of a global controller that
intelligently configures each of the enforcement modules with the appropriate configurations (e.g., priorities, rate limits). Section 2.3 describes the details in building our QoS
configuration controller that analyzes workload traces to automatically configure QoS
parameters. As input to our system, a user adds workload W by providing W ’s desired SLO
latency (e.g., 150ms) and percentile (e.g., 99%) along with a representative trace of W ’s
behavior. Traces contain historic access patterns as a list of requests parameterized by the
arrival time, request type (e.g., read, write), request size (e.g., 4KB), and request offset.
The trace needs to include traffic patterns that represent an upper bound on the expected
behavior of the workload. Customers typically would capture traces over an extended
period of time or during a high load period of the day. Alternatively, traces can be updated
by running our system with a new trace. Robustness to deviations in trace behavior is
evaluated in the subsequent chapters.
To understand the implications of selecting a representative trace, we first need to
consider the differences between short-term burstiness and long-term load variations.
Short-term burstiness denotes second/sub-second variations of a workload’s bandwidth
requirements. Long-term load variation denotes trends over the course of hours, such as
diurnal patterns. While both types of variation affect latency, tail latency is mainly caused
by transient queueing due to short-term burstiness. Short-term burstiness can lead to tail
latency SLO violations even under low load: in our experiments, SLO violations occurred
for utilizations as low as 40%. In production traces, we have seen short-term peaks with a
rate that is 2 to 6 times higher than the average rate. By comparison, the difference between
day-hour rates to night-hour rates is often less than a factor of 2. Our work focuses on
capturing the effects of short-term burstiness on tail latency. Our experiments use real-world
traces collected from from applications such as Microsoft Exchange, LiveMaps, and Ads
servers running on Microsoft production servers [47].

2.2

QoS enforcement

Our system enforces two primary QoS mechanisms: priority and rate limits. We use strict
prioritization to provide latency differentiation among the workloads (i.e., provide good
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latency to the workloads that require low latency). To prevent starvation, we rate limit each
workload individually and only honor priority when workloads are within their rate limits.
Our rate limiters are built upon a leaky token bucket model that is parameterized by
a rate r and a token bucket size b. When a request arrives, tokens are added to the token
bucket based on the size of the request (see Section 2.3.2). If there is space in the bucket
to add tokens without exceeding the configured token bucket size b, then the request is
allowed to continue. Otherwise, the request is queued until there is sufficient space. Space
becomes available as tokens continuously leak from the bucket at the configured rate r.
Since our system handles both storage and network resources, we have separate enforcement modules for each resource. Section 2.2.1 describes our storage enforcement, and
Section 2.2.2 describes our network enforcement.

2.2.1

Storage enforcer

Our storage enforcer is responsible for scheduling requests at each of the storage devices.
In our work, we implement storage prioritization and rate limiting on top of Network
File System (NFS) running on commodity hardware. Since NFS is based on SunRPC,
we hook into NFS at the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) layer without needing to resort
to kernel modification. Our storage enforcement acts as a thin layer that intercepts and
queues NFS RPC requests. Specifically, it creates queues for each workload and performs
arbitration between the different workloads based on the priorities and rate limits assigned
by our global controller (Section 2.3). Each workload’s queue is serviced in first in first out
(FIFO) order, and our storage enforcement layer executes requests from the highest priority
(non-empty) queue where the workload is within its rate limits. Workloads exceeding its
rate limit are treated as the default lowest priority level.
Our current storage enforcer implementation is designed to work with both SolidState Drives (SSDs) and magnetic disks. Each type of storage device introduces unique
challenges, in particular for enforcing priorities. The following sections describe the
challenges with each type of storage and how our system addresses these challenges.
SSD challenges
Enforcing priorities in SSDs while maintaining good throughput is challenging. The most
straightforward way to enforce priorities is to dispatch one request at a time to an SSD.
However, dispatching requests one at a time does not work well for SSDs because modern
SSDs require a high degree of parallelism to achieve high throughput1 .
1 The

reason behind this is that individual flash memory packages offer limited bandwidth which is
commonly solved by bundling many packages together. In particular, modern SSDs employ parallelism at
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While executing requests in parallel enables high throughput for SSDs, it also has the
potential to interfere with the priority ordering. When a high priority request arrives at
the storage system, it may need to wait for outstanding low priority requests. Also, SSDs
may unintentionally delay a high priority request in order to more efficiently serve low
priority requests. This can induce starvation for high priority requests while other requests
are being served [83].
The reason behind these challenges is that SSDs are unaware of priority classes, and
once a request has been dispatched to the SSD, we lose control over the request. Our current
implementation addresses these issues from two angles. First, we limit the overall number
of outstanding requests at the SSD as well as the overall number of bytes from outstanding
requests. This allows us to exploit the SSD’s parallel architecture while giving an upper
bound on the time a newly-arriving high priority request needs to wait. Second, we limit
the number of low priority requests as well as number of bytes that can be dispatched while
a high priority request is in progress to prevent starvation of high priority requests.
Disk challenges
Enforcing priorities in disks is both easier and harder than in SSDs. On the one hand, disks
do not require a high degree of parallelism to achieve good throughput; having one or two
outstanding requests can achieve good utilization while maintaining good control over
prioritization. On the other hand, disk performance is significantly impacted by sequential
vs. random access behavior. If sequential write requests are executed one after another,
then by the time the second request is issued, it will already be too late to write the next
sequential chunk of data. The disk head will have already spun past the location to write the
data, and an entire disk rotation is necessary. So our implementation specifically identifies
sequential (or nearly sequential) writes and sends batches of these requests to the disk so
they can be written in one pass. We also limit the number of requests in a batch to avoid
clogging the disk with too many requests. Note that this only applies to sequential writes
since sequential reads will find their data in the disk cache.

2.2.2

Network enforcer

Our network enforcer is responsible for prioritizing and rate limiting network traffic from
each of the workloads. We build our network enforcer on top of the existing Linux Traffic
Control (TC) infrastructure. The TC infrastructure allows users to build arbitrary QoS
queueing structures for networking. On each end-host machine in our system, we use TC
many levels (e.g., channel-level, package-level, die-level etc.) [15, 22].
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Figure 2.1: Flow chart of our QoS configuration controller: Configuring our system to meet
tail latency SLOs when a new workload W arrives.
to configure PRIO queues for prioritization and Hierarchical Token Bucket (HTB) queues
for rate limiting.
We first use a PRIO queue to separate packets into separate queues based on the
workload’s priority. We then use DSMARK to tag packet headers with priorities using
the Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) flags (i.e., TOS IP field). The DSCP flags
are used to prioritize packets within network switches whereas the PRIO queue is used
to prioritize packets within the end-host machine. Our network switches support 7 levels
of priority for each port, and using these priorities simply requires enabling the DSCP
capability on the switch. Lastly, we use HTB queues for rate limiting each workload. To
identify and route packets through the correct TC queues, we use filtering based on the
source and destination IP addresses, which are different per VM.

2.3

QoS configuration controller

Figure 2.1 shows the process of adding a new workload, W , in our system. The user
specifies as input to the system:
1. the SLO for workload W
2. a representative trace of W ’s behavior
The first step in our system is to analyze the workload’s trace to characterize the
workload’s burstiness (see Section 2.3.1). As the performance of a workload depends on
the underlying storage and network resources, the trace analysis step uses pre-computed
performance profiles (see Section 2.3.2).
The second step in our system is to optimize the placement, priorities, and rate limits for
the workloads across each of the storage and network stages (see Section 2.3.3). Our system
is designed to handle the complexity of multiple stages, and it automatically optimizes QoS
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Figure 2.2: Characterizing burstiness via an r-b tradeoff curve. Feasible hr, bi points
represent rate limit parameters such that a workload is not delayed by the rate limiter.
parameters for each stage while accounting for the end-to-end latency across stages. If
our system finds a configuration that works, it admits the new workload and enforces the
priorities and rate limits that were selected. Otherwise, the workload is rejected and would
only be allowed to run in the default lowest priority level.

2.3.1

Workload analysis

One of the most important challenges we address in our work is characterizing the shortterm burstiness that exists in many production workloads. Our investigation of storage
traces [47] from multiple applications show that storage workloads are very bursty, and
the bursts have varying durations and intensities. These bursts occur at the granularity of
milliseconds to seconds. As a result, they don’t significantly impact overall load, but have a
large effect on tail latency.
The role of our trace analysis component is to analyze each workload’s trace to build a
mathematical model of the burstiness of the workload. Our research shows that one good
way of characterizing burstiness is via a set of feasible rate limit hr, bi parameters. We
define feasible hr, bi tuples for a workload as rate limit parameters such that the rate limiter
is sufficiently large enough to service the workload’s requests without delay. Figure 2.2
shows an example of feasible hr, bi tuples where all points on or above the r-b curve are
feasible.
Our system provides a tool, rbGen, for generating r-b curves for storage and network
based on a given trace. Algorithm 2.1 provides the pseudocode for rbGen. The tool sweeps
across a given list of r values (e.g., 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1.0), and for each r value, it computes
the minimum b such that the workload is not slowed down. These b values are computed
by replaying the trace with infinite sized token buckets at each rate r and tracking the
maximum tokens added at any point in time for each bucket. The output b values along with
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Algorithm 2.1: r-b curve generation
// trace - list of requests in trace
// r - list of rates to sample in r-b curve
// tokensFunc - function to convert requests to tokens
// Returns: list of bucket sizes in r-b curve
// where <r[i], b[i]> are points on the r-b curve
// for i in [0, len(r))
function rbGen(var trace[], var r[], var tokensFunc)
{
var b[len(r)]; // Initialized to 0
var bucket[len(r)]; // Initialized to 0
var prevTime = 0;
for (req in trace) {
var interarrival = req.arrivalTime - prevTime;
for (var i = 0; i < len(r); i++) {
// Drain token bucket for interarrival time
bucket[i] -= r[i] * interarrival;
if (bucket[i] < 0) {
bucket[i] = 0;
}
// Add tokens for current request
bucket[i] += tokensFunc(req);
// Record max tokens added at any point
if (bucket[i] > b[i]) {
b[i] = bucket[i];
}
}
prevTime = req.arrivalTime;
}
return b;
}
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the input r values then form the hr, bi vertices in the piecewise linear r-b curve. To simplify
the mathematics, all r-b curves are normalized (e.g., divide by network link bandwidth)
such that r = 1.0 represents full bandwidth utilization.
It is important to note that the workload characterization depends on the storage or
network stage. For example, network traffic into and out of the server are accounted for
separately as two r-b curves since the amount of data transferred depends on the request
type (e.g., read/write). Thus, a workload has an r-b curve for each of its stages: the network
traffic to the server, the storage traffic at the server, and the network traffic leaving the server.
rbGen accounts for the differences between stages via the tokensFunc argument, which
converts request sizes to tokens of a given stage. The specifics of converting requests to
tokens depend on the underlying resource type (e.g., SSD), and we next describe the process
in Section 2.3.2.

2.3.2

Profiling

Storage and network resources each have unique properties that affect the performance of a
request. To work with these different resources in a single analysis framework, we abstract
the variety of request types (e.g., read, write) and request sizes into a single common metric,
tokens. Our system incorporates storage and network models to determine the number of
tokens associated with a request. To represent tokens in networks for example, the network
traffic leaving the server would use the number of bytes accessed for read requests and a
constant (i.e., size of acknowledgment) for write requests. For storage, we implement a
storage model to represent the amount of “work” introduced by a request based on measured
storage performance profiles.
Storage model
To model the performance of storage, our system includes a profiler that empirically
measures the amount of “work” generated by a request. Work is measured in units of time
and denotes the time consumed by a request without the effects of queueing. We use work
as a representation of tokens in our token bucket rate limiters.
Our current implementation includes storage profilers for SSDs and disks. We expect
our system to extend to other storage devices such as RAID arrays by adapting our profiler
to the specific peculiarities of the device.
SSDs are complex devices with many performance peculiarities. SSD performance
cannot be described with a single parameter, but rather requires profiling the device across
various access types. In particular, read and write throughput is very different for SSDs.
Writes may need to erase SSD blocks, which is considerably slower than reading SSD
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Figure 2.3: Performance profile of NFS storage stack running with our SSD.
blocks. To accurately profile a SSD, we profile reads and writes separately. Additionally,
the request size significantly impacts SSD throughput. For small requests, SSDs are limited
to the maximum IOPS supported by the device. For large requests, SSDs are limited to the
maximum bandwidth supported by the device. Our system builds a performance profile
(e.g., Figure 2.3(a) and Figure 2.3(b)) for each SSD by measuring the empirical throughput
over a range of request sizes. The performance profile includes the performance of both the
SSD and storage stack so as to have a holistic view of the storage subsystem.
These SSD profiles are used to compute the amount of “work” induced by a request.
Our system uses this generic notion of work to quantify the congestion between workloads
at an SSD. We calculate the work induced by a request by taking the inverse of the IOPS
1
throughput (i.e., work = IOPS
), where IOPS denotes the number of I/O operations per
second.
In addition to the work generated by a request, there is also a tail latency effect due
to the SSD and storage stack. For example, writes are sometimes delayed to allow more
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write batching. Thus, our system also profiles the tail latency of requests without the
queueing effects of bursty workloads to isolate the SSD and storage stack tail latency (e.g.,
Figure 2.3(c)). This profiled latency is then added to the estimated queueing latency for
a request. Our storage model is most similar to the table-based approach in [7] where we
build tables for (i) throughput and (ii) a base time to service a request.
For disks, we also account for the request offset and distance between subsequent
request offsets (i.e., offset − previous offset) to compensate for disk seek time. We keep a
history of requests to identify sequential accesses that do not introduce a seek delay.
Network model
Translating network performance to tokens is much easier than in storage. We simply use
bytes as a representation for tokens and account for the number of bytes transmitted by a
request. The number of bytes transmitted not only depends on the request size, but also
the request type. For read requests, there is a small request sent to the server and a large
response back from the server with the data. For write requests, there is a large request sent
to the server with the data and a small response back from the server.

2.3.3

Optimization

Once we have workload characterizations, the next step (see Figure 2.1) is to optimize the
placement, priorities, and rate limits for the workloads. First, the placement component
identifies candidate servers upon which to place the workload. Second, the optimizer
component selects priorities and rate-limits for the workloads. Third, the latency checker
component determines whether the configuration (i.e., placement, priorities, rate limits)
would satisfy all workload SLOs. If all SLOs are satisfied, then our system admits the new
workload and configures our enforcement modules to enforce the priorities and rate limits
for each workload. If not, the cycle begins again with the placement component identifying
a new candidate server. If there are no more servers, then the new workload is rejected and
can only run in the default lowest priority level.
Optimizing the workload configuration is the major body of our work and is addressed
in the following chapters. Workload placement is investigated in Chapter 5. Priority optimization is investigated in Chapter 3. Rate-limit optimization is investigated in Chapter 5.
Checking latency guarantees is investigated in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3
PriorityMeister: Tail latency QoS for
shared networked storage
In this chapter, we explore the question of how to arbitrate between multiple workloads
sharing a networked storage system. In particular, we compare multiple scheduling policies
and evaluate how well they meet tail latency SLOs for each workload. A key challenge
we face in meeting tail latency SLOs is dealing with the burstiness that occurs in many
production workloads. While burstiness does not significantly affect the average system
load, it has a large effect on tail latency.
A common approach for meeting SLOs is to use a reactive feedback-control loop to give
more or less of a resource to a workload based on how well it meets its SLOs. However,
under bursty workloads as seen in practice, reactive policies do not work in meeting tail
latency SLOs because they cannot react quickly to bursts. Exceeding the SLO even for
small periods of time can lead to SLO violations at tail percentiles.
We present PriorityMeister, a new approach for meeting tail latency SLOs. PriorityMeister is different from prior approaches in that it uses a tail latency calculator that
provides mathematical guarantees for meeting tail latency SLOs. PriorityMeister’s tail
latency calculator uses a branch of theory called Deterministic Network Calculus (DNC)
to derive tight upper bounds on the worst-case latency of each workload. We demonstrate
how to apply DNC to the end-to-end latency spanning both storage and network resources.
We also show how PriorityMeister uses DNC to more intelligently configure a combination
of per-workload priorities and rate limits to meet each workload’s tail latency SLO. In real
system experiments and under production trace workloads, PriorityMeister outperforms
most recent reactive request scheduling approaches, with more workloads satisfying latency
SLOs at higher latency percentiles.
We introduce the problem and discuss the scope of this chapter in Section 3.1. We
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the effect of request burstiness on latency SLO violations.
The two graphs show time series data for a real trace, (b), and a synthetic trace with less
burstiness, (a), each co-located with a throughput-oriented batch workload. Each graph
has three lines: the number of requests in a 10-second period (blue), the number of SLO
violations using a state-of-the-art reactive approach (red), and the number of SLO violations
using PriorityMeister (green). The reactive approach (Cake [76]) is acceptable when there
is little burstiness, but incurs many violations when bursts occur. PriorityMeister (PM)
provides more robust QoS behavior with almost 0 SLO violations. Details of the system
setup, traces, algorithms, and configurations are described later in Section 3.3. These graphs
are provided up front only to illustrate the context and contribution of the new approach.
present the design and implementation of PriorityMeister in Section 3.2. We then describe
our experimental setup in Section 3.3 followed by our results in Section 3.4. We discuss
related work in Section 3.5 and conclude with a summary of this chapter in Section 3.6.

3.1

Introduction

Meeting end-to-end tail latency service level objectives (SLOs) is challenging, particularly
for bursty workloads found in production environments. First, tail latency is largely affected
by queueing, and bursty workloads cause queueing for all workloads sharing the underlying
infrastructure. Second, the end-to-end latency is affected by all the stages in a request (e.g.,
accessing storage, sending data over network), and queues may build up at different stages
at different times.
Much of the prior work on storage scheduling is limited to the easier problem of
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sharing storage bandwidth [36, 38, 45, 67, 75, 79]. Sharing bandwidth is easier than
latency because bandwidth is an average over time that is not affected by transient queueing.
Some prior works target latency, but most of these works are focused on the average
latency [35, 46, 55, 56]. Looking at the average can hide some of the worst-case behaviors
that often lead to stragglers.
A recent work, Cake [76], has considered tail latency QoS at the 99th percentile. Cake
works by using reactive feedback-control based techniques. However, reactive approaches
such as Cake do not work well for bursty workloads because bursts can cause a lot of SLO
violations before one can react to them. Figure 3.1 illustrates this point; analysis and more
experiments appear later. Figure 3.1(a) shows that when the request rate (blue line) is not
bursty, Cake meets latency SLOs with infrequent violations (red line). Figure 3.1(b), on
the other hand, shows that when the workload is more bursty as in a real trace, Cake has
periods of significant SLO violations. The difficulties in meeting latency SLOs are further
compounded when dealing with multiple stages since the end-to-end latency is composed
of the sum of all stage latencies.
This chapter introduces PriorityMeister (PM), a new proactive QoS system that achieves
end-to-end tail latency SLOs across multiple stages through a combination of priority and
token-bucket rate-limiting. PriorityMeister works by analyzing each workload’s burstiness
and load at each stage. This, in turn, is used to calculate per-workload token-bucket rate
limits that bound the impact of one workload on the other workloads sharing the system.
As we will see in Section 3.2.1, a key idea in PriorityMeister is to use multiple rate limiters
simultaneously for each workload at each stage. Using multiple rate limiters simultaneously
allows PriorityMeister to better bound the burstiness of a workload.
Rate limiting alone is insufficient because workloads have different latency requirements
and different workload burstiness. Thus, workloads need to be treated differently to meet
their latency SLOs and bound the impact on other workloads. PriorityMeister uses priority
as the key mechanism for differentiating latency between workloads. Note that priority is
used to avoid delaying requests from workloads with tight latency requirements rather than
to prioritize workloads based on an external notion of importance. Manually setting priority
is typical, but is laborious and error-prone. Indeed, simultaneously capturing the effect of
each workload’s burstiness on lower priority workloads is hard. PriorityMeister builds a
model to estimate the worst-case per-workload latency based on the burstiness for each
workload. Our model is based on deterministic network calculus, an analysis framework
for worst-case queueing estimation. Using our analytical model, PriorityMeister quickly
searches over a large space of priority orderings at each stage to automatically set priorities
to meet SLOs.
PriorityMeister also supports different per-workload priorities and rate limits at each
stage (as opposed to a single priority throughout). Rather than having one workload that is
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highest-priority throughout and a second that is lower priority throughout, where the first
workload meets its SLO and the second doesn’t, we can instead have both workloads be
highest-priority at some stages and lower priority at others. Since a workload may not need
the highest priority everywhere to meet its SLO, this mixed priority scheme can allow more
workloads to meet their SLOs.
In this chapter, we make the following main contributions. First, we develop an
algorithm for automatically determining the priority and rate limits for each of the workloads
at each stage to meet end-to-end tail latency SLOs. PriorityMeister achieves these goals
by combining deterministic network calculus with the idea of using multiple rate limiters
simultaneously for a given workload. Second, we build a real QoS system consisting of
network and storage where we demonstrate that PriorityMeister outperforms state of the
art approaches like Cake [76]. We also compare against a wide range of other approaches
for meeting SLOs and show that PriorityMeister is better able to meet tail latency SLOs
(see Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4, and Figure 3.9), even when the bottleneck is at the network
rather than storage (see Figure 3.7). Third, we show that PriorityMeister is robust to misestimation in storage performance (see Figure 3.8), varying degrees of workload burstiness
(see Figure 3.5), and workload misbehavior (see Figure 3.6). Fourth, we develop a simple
heuristic, which we call bySLO, and we show that it performs surprisingly well, also
outperforming Cake (see Figure 3.9).

3.2

PriorityMeister

PriorityMeister provides QoS on a per-workload basis. Each workload runs on a client VM
and accesses storage at a server VM. An application with multiple client or server VMs can
be represented as multiple workloads with the same SLO.
Workloads consist of a stream of requests from a client to a server and back, where
each request is characterized by an arrival time, request type (e.g., read, write), request size,
and request offset. A request comprises three stages: the network request from the client
to server, the storage access at the server, and the network reply from the server back to
the client. For each of the network stages, there are queues at each machine and network
switch egress port. For the storage stage, there is a queue at each storage device. Each
stage has independent priorities and rate limits for each workload, which are determined by
PriorityMeister. Details on our system architecture are described in Chapter 2.
The two primary QoS parameters that PriorityMeister automatically configures are
priority and rate limits. Prioritization is our key mechanism for providing latency differentiation among the workloads. We use strict priority to provide good latency to the workloads
that require low latency. To prevent starvation, we use rate limiting and only honor priority
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when workloads are within their rate limits. PriorityMeister is unique in that we deploy
multiple rate limiters for each workload at each stage.
PriorityMeister’s automatic QoS configuration provides an interesting alternative to
having system administrators manually setting priorities and rate limits, which is both
costly and error prone. Users are inherently bad at choosing QoS parameters since they
may not be aware of the other workloads in the system. PriorityMeister chooses priorities
and rate limits automatically using high-level SLOs, which are much easier for a user to
specify. Section 3.2.1 describes how PriorityMeister sets rate limits for each workload.
Section 3.2.2 describes how PriorityMeister prioritizes workloads based on our latency
analysis model, described in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1

Setting rate limits

Our rate limiters are based on a leaky token bucket model that is parameterized by a rate r
and a token bucket size b. When a request arrives, tokens are added to the token bucket
based on the request size. If there is space in the bucket to add tokens without overflowing
the bucket, then the request is allowed to continue. Otherwise, the request is queued and
waits until enough tokens drain out of the bucket at the constant rate r. The rate corresponds
to the bandwidth consumed by the workload, and the token bucket size corresponds to the
burstiness of the workload.
One of the key contributions in PriorityMeister is a novel way of rate limiting using
multiple token bucket rate limiters simultaneously for the same workload. This allows the
system to more accurately limit the effect of one workload on another. We show an example
motivating this idea in Figure 3.2, which is described in detail in the next paragraph. The
notion of using multiple rate limiters simultaneously for a workload is unusual and is not
the same as using the minimum rate and token bucket size. Using multiple rate limiters
means that when a request arrives, the same number of tokens are added to each of the
multiple token buckets. If there is space in all of the token buckets to add tokens without
overflowing each bucket, then the request is allowed to continue. But if any of the buckets
does not have enough space, then the request must wait for tokens to drain out of the buckets
at their corresponding rates until there is space in all of the buckets.
Figure 3.2 shows an example motivating the idea of multiple rate limiters on a high
priority workload WH . Note that there are many rate limit parameters hr, bi that are sufficiently high to allow the workload to proceed without any queueing. Figure 3.2(a) shows an
example of the rate limit parameters (Workload B in Table 3.1) where all of the points in the
shaded region allows workload WH to proceed without queueing. We use this shaded region
as a characterization of workload WH ’s behavior. Section 2.3.1 describes the process of
calculating this region.
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Figure 3.2: How token bucket parameters hrate, bucket sizei of a high priority workload
affects lower priority workloads. In this experiment, we run 3 co-located workloads at
different priorities. Figure 3.2(a) shows the set of rate limit parameters for the high priority
workload where all of the points in the shaded region allows the workload to proceed
without queueing. We then cause the high priority workload to misbehave by inducing a
large 40 second burst of work in the middle of the trace. Figure 3.2(b) and Figure 3.2(c)
show the effect, respectively, on the medium priority and low priority workload when
the high priority workload misbehaves. Each colored X in Figure 3.2(a) corresponds to a
similarly colored bar in Figure 3.2(b) and Figure 3.2(c), representing the 99.9th percentile
latency of the medium and low priority workloads when the high priority workload is rate
limited by the parameters marked by the X. When using only one rate limiter (one X) on
the high priority workload, the lower priority workloads are not able to meet their SLOs
(dashed line). PriorityMeister uses multiple rate limiters simultaneously (blue bar) to allow
both lower priority workloads to meet their SLOs.
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Now to investigate how the choice of WH ’s rate limit affects performance, we try each of
the hr, bi rate limits marked by colored X’s and show the effect on lower priority workloads.
Figure 3.2(b) shows the 99.9th percentile latency of a medium priority workload WM , and
Figure 3.2(c) shows the 99.9th percentile latency of a low priority workload WL . If we
select the hlow rate, large bucketi rate limit for the high priority workload WH (green X in
Figure 3.2(a)), then the medium priority workload WM exceeds its SLO since it is delayed
by large bursts of workload WH (green bar in Figure 3.2(b) is above horizontal dashed SLO
line). If we select the hmedium rate, medium bucketi or hhigh rate, small bucketi rate limit
for WH , then the low priority workload WL exceeds its SLO (see Figure 3.2(c)) since there
is insufficient bandwidth leftover once WH consumes a medium or high rate. Thus, none
of the rate limits individually allows the system to meet SLOs for both WM and WL . So in
PriorityMeister, we instead select multiple rate limits (all 3 X’s) simultaneously for WH ,
which allows both WM and WL to meet their SLOs (blue bar). Using multiple rate limits
simultaneously allows PriorityMeister to more accurately characterize and constrain WH
without delaying WH . This in turn helps WM and WL meet their SLOs.

3.2.2

Setting priorities

PriorityMeister introduces a new prioritizer algorithm that efficiently finds a priority ordering that can meet tail latency SLOs. That is, we want to determine priorities for each
stage of each workload such that the workload’s worst-case latency, as calculated by the
latency analysis model (Section 3.2.3), is less than the workload’s SLO. While the size of
the search space appears combinatorial in the number of workloads, we have a key insight
that makes the search polynomial: if a workload can meet its SLO with a given low priority,
then the particular ordering of the higher priority workloads does not matter. Only the
cumulative effects of higher priority workloads matter. Thus, our algorithm tries to assign
the lowest priority to each workload, and any workload that can meet its SLO with the
lowest priority is assigned that priority and removed from the search. Our algorithm then
iterates on the remaining workloads at the next lowest priority.
If we come to a point where none of the remaining workloads can meet their SLOs at
the lowest priority, then we take advantage of assigning a workload different priorities at
each stage (e.g., setting a workload to have high priority for storage but medium priority for
network, or vice versa). Specifically, consider the remaining set of workloads that have not
yet been assigned priorities. For each workload, w, in this set, we calculate w’s violation,
which is defined to be the latency estimate of w minus the SLO of w, in the case that w
is given lowest priority in the set across all stages. For that workload, w, with smallest
violation, we determine w’s worst-case latency at each stage. For the stage where w has
smallest latency, we assign w to be the lowest priority of the remaining set of workloads.
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We then repeat the process until all workloads have been assigned priorities at each stage.

3.2.3

Calculating latency estimates

PriorityMeister incorporates a latency analysis model to estimate worst-case latencies for
the workloads under a given priority ordering and rate limits. The model we use in our
system is based on the theory of deterministic network calculus. The main concepts in
deterministic network calculus are arrival curves and service curves. An arrival curve α(t)
is a function that defines the maximum number of bytes that will arrive in any period of
time t. A service curve β (t) is a function that defines the minimum number of bytes that is
guaranteed to be serviced in any period of time t. For clarity in exposition, we describe the
latency analysis model in terms of bytes, but our solution works more generally in terms of
tokens, which are bytes for networks and storage “work” for storage (see Section 2.3.2).
Deterministic network calculus proves that the maximum horizontal distance between a
workload’s arrival curve and service curve is a tight worst-case bound on latency. Thus, our
goal is to calculate accurate arrival and service curves for each workload.
In our rate-limited system, an arrival curve αw (t) for workload w is formally defined
αw (t) = min (ri ∗ t + bi ) where workload w has m rate limit pairs hr1 , b1 i, ..., hrm , bm i.
i=1,...,m

The challenge is calculating an accurate service curve, and we resort to using a linear
program (LP) for each workload w. Our approach is similar to the technique used in [11],
which has been proven to be correct. To calculate the service curve βw (t) for workload w,
we build a worst-case scenario for workload w by maximizing the interference on workload
w from higher priority workloads. Instead of directly calculating βw (t), it is easier to think
of the LP for the inverse function βw−1 (y). That is, t = βw−1 (y) represents the maximum
amount of time t that it takes workload w to have y bytes serviced.
q q
q
0q
We use the following set of variables in our LP: tin , tout , Rk , Rk . For each queue q,
q
q
tin represents the start time of the most recent backlog period before time tout . That is,
q q
queue q is backlogged (i.e., has work to do) during the time period [tin ,tout ]. Note that
q
q
q
queue q may be backlogged after tout , but not at time tin . Rk represents the cumulative
q
0q
number of bytes that have arrived at queue q from workload k at time tin . Rk represents the
cumulative number of bytes that have been serviced at queue q from workload k at time
q
tout . Throughout, k will represent a workload of higher priority than w.
The constraints in our LP are as follows:
q
q
Time constraints: For each queue q, we add the constraint tin ≤ tout to ensure time is
moving forward. For all queues q and for all queues q0 that feed into q, we add the
q0
q
constraint tout = tin to relate times between queues.
Flow constraints: For each queue q and for each workload k in queue q, we add the
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q

0q

constraint Rk ≤ Rk . Since the queue is empty, by construction, at the start of the backlog
q
q
q
period (tin ), all the bytes that have arrived (Rk ) by time tin must have been serviced.
Consequently, this constraint ensures that the cumulative number of bytes serviced is nondecreasing over time.
Rate limit constraints: We need to constrain the extent to which other workloads, k, can
interfere with workload w. For a particular workload k, let hr1 , b1 i, ..., hrm , bm i be its rate
limit parameters, and let q∗ be workload k’s first queue. Then for each queue q containing
0q
q∗
q
q∗
workload k, we add the constraints Rk − Rk ≤ ri ∗ (tout − tin ) + bi for each rate limit pair
hri , bi i. These constraints apply rate limits to each of the relevant time periods for workload
k, and are added for each workload k.
Work conservation constraints: For each queue q, we need to ensure that bytes are being
serviced when there is a backlog. Let Bq be queue q’s bandwidth. Since each queue q
q q
is backlogged during time period [tin ,tout ] by construction, the queue must be servicing
0q
q
q
requests at full bandwidth speed between tin and tout , which yields the constraint ∑k (Rk −
q
q
q
Rk ) = Bq ∗ (tout − tin ) where we sum over the workloads k in queue q, including w.
Objective function: The LP’s goal is to maximize the amount of time needed for workload
w to have y bytes serviced. Let q1 and qn be the first and last queues of workload w
0q
q
respectively. We add the constraint Rw n − Rw1 = y to ensure that y bytes are serviced. Then,
qn
q
our objective function is to maximize tout − tin1 .

3.3

Experimental setup

In our experiments, a workload corresponds to a single client VM that makes requests to a
remote NFS-mounted filesystem. Each workload has a corresponding trace file containing
its requests. The goal of each experiment is to investigate the tail latency when multiple
workloads are sharing storage and network, so each of our experiments use a mixture of
workloads.

3.3.1

Comparison approaches

In our experiments, we compare 5 QoS approaches: Proportional fair-share (ps), Cake [76],
Earliest Deadline First (EDF), prioritization in order by SLO (bySLO), and PriorityMeister
(PM).
Proportional sharing (ps)
We use proportional sharing as a strawman example of a system without latency QoS, where
each workload gets an equally weighted share of storage time, and no network QoS is used.
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We do not expect ps to be good at meeting latency SLOs.
Cake [76]
We implement the algorithm found in the recent Cake paper as an example of a reactive
feedback-control algorithm. Cake works by dynamically adjusting proportional shares
to meet latency SLOs. We use the same control parameters as found in the paper except
for the upper bound SLO-compliance parameter, which we increase to improve the tail
latency performance. To avoid any convergence issues, we only measure performance for
the second half of the trace in all of our experiments. Since the Cake paper only supports a
single latency sensitive workload, we extend the Cake algorithm to support multiple latency
sensitive workloads by assigning a weight to each workload, which is adjusted using the
Cake algorithm.
We have also tried extending Cake to support network QoS. Since networks do not
have an easy way of dynamically updating proportional shares, we use rate limits as a
proxy for proportional shares. We assign a weight to each workload as before and use a
DRF-like [32] algorithm to assign rate limits based on the weights. Our initial experiments
indicate that this rate limiting hurts more than it helps, so our results in Section 3.4 drop
this extension, and we do not use network QoS with a Cake model.
Earliest Deadline First (EDF)
We implement an EDF policy in our storage enforcer, and we configure the deadlines for
each workload as the workload’s SLO. There is no straightforward way of extending an
EDF policy to networks, so we do not use network QoS with this policy.
Prioritization by SLO (bySLO)
We also investigate a simple policy, that we have not seen in prior literature, where we
assign workload priorities in order of the workload latency SLOs. That is, we assign the
highest priority to the workload with the tightest SLO. This is supported for both network
and storage.
PriorityMeister (PM)
PriorityMeister is our primary policy that we compare against the other policies and is
described in Section 3.2.
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Workload
label
Workload A
Workload B
Workload C
Workload D
Workload E
Workload F
Workload G
Workload H
Workload I
Workload J
Workload K
Workload L

Workload source
DisplayAds trace
MSN storage trace
LiveMaps trace
Exchange trace
(behaved)
Exchange trace
(misbehaved)
Low burst trace
High burst trace
Very high burst trace
Medium network load
trace 1
Medium network load
trace 2
Ramdisk trace
Large file copy
(throughput)

Estimated
storage load
5%
5%
55%
10%

Estimated
Interarrival
network load Variability, CA2
5%
1.3
5%
14
5%
2.2
5%
23

> 100%

15%

145

25%
25%
25%
35%

5%
5%
5%
20%

1
20
40
1

45%

25%

1

N/A
N/A

35%
N/A

3.6
N/A

Table 3.1: Workload traces used in evaluating PriorityMeister. Workloads A-E are from
production servers [47] and workloads F-L are synthetic.

3.3.2

Traces

We evaluate our system implementation using a collection of real production storage traces
(described in [47]) and synthetic traces. Each trace contains a list of requests parameterized
by the arrival time, request size, request type (e.g., read, write), and request offset. Table 3.1
provides a description of the traces used in our evaluation. We show the estimated load on
the storage and network, as well as the squared coefficient of variation of the inter-arrival
times (CA2 ), which gives one notion of burstiness. For the synthetic traces, a CA2 of 1 indicates
a Poisson arrival process, and higher values indicate more bursty arrival patterns.
As discussed in [66], there are vast differences when replaying traces in an open loop vs.
closed loop fashion. To properly represent end-to-end latency and the effects of queueing
at the client, we replay traces in an open loop fashion. Closed loop trace replay masks a lot
of the high tail latencies since much of the queueing is hidden from the system. Closed
loop trace replay is designed for throughput experiments, and we use this form of replay
solely for our throughput-oriented workload (Workload L).
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3.3.3

SLOs

Each workload in a given experiment has its own latency SLO, which is shown in the results
section as a horizontal dashed line. The SLO represents the maximum end-to-end latency
that a workload considers acceptable. The end-to-end latency is defined as the difference
between the request completion time and the arrival time from the trace, which includes all
of the queueing time experienced by the requests.
Not all requests in a workload will necessarily meet its SLO, so we also use the metric
of a latency percentile to measure how many requests failed its SLO. For example, meeting
the SLO for the 99th percentile means that at least 99% of the workload’s requests had a
latency under the desired SLO.

3.3.4

Experimental testbed

All experimental results are collected on a dedicated rack of servers. The client and storage
nodes are all Dell PowerEdge 710 machines, each configured with two Intel Xeon E5520
processors, 16GB of DRAM, and 6 1TB 7200RPM SATA disk drives. Ubuntu 12.04 with
64-bit Linux kernel 3.2.0-22-generic is used for the host OS, and virtualization support is
provided by the standard kvm package (qemu-kvm-1.0). Ubuntu 13.10 with 64-bit Linux
kernel 3.11.0-12-generic is used as the guest operating system. We use the standard NFS
server and client that comes with these operating systems to provide remote storage access.
The top-of-rack switch is a Dell PowerConnect 6248 switch, providing 48 1Gbps ports and
2 10Gbps uplinks, with firmware version 3.3.9.1 and DSCP support for 7 levels of priority.

3.4

Results

This section evaluates PriorityMeister (PM) in comparison to other state of the art policies
across multiple dimensions. Section 3.4.1 demonstrates the ability of PriorityMeister
in meeting tail latency SLOs on a set of production workload traces [47]. We find that
PriorityMeister is able to take advantage of its knowledge of workload behaviors to meet
all the SLOs whereas the other policies start to miss some SLOs above the 99th percentile
tail latency. Section 3.4.2 investigates the differences between proactive (PriorityMeister)
and reactive (Cake [76]) approaches, as we vary the burstiness of a workload. As burstiness
increases, reactive approaches have a harder time adapting to the workload behavior
and meeting SLOs. PriorityMeister is able to quantify the burstiness of workloads and
safely prioritize workloads to meet SLOs. Section 3.4.3 then proceeds to show that
PriorityMeister’s prioritization techniques are safe to workload misbehavior through its
automatic configuration of rate limits.
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Figure 3.3: Comparing PriorityMeister to other scheduling policies. PriorityMeister (PM)
is the only policy that satisfies all SLOs across all percentiles. In this experiment, we replay
three latency-sensitive workloads derived from production traces (Workloads A, B, and C,
from Table 3.1) sharing a disk with with a throughput-oriented workload (Workload L; not
shown) that represents a file copy. Each of the colored horizontal dashed lines correspond
to the latency SLO of the similarly colored workload. Each subgraph shows a different
request latency percentile. Each group of bars shows the latency of the three workloads
under each scheduling policy (described in Section 3.3.1).

In Section 3.4.4, we investigate scenarios when the bottleneck shifts from storage to
network. We show that PriorityMeister’s techniques continue to work when the network
becomes a bottleneck, whereas the other state of the art policies do not generalize to
networks. We conclude with a sensitivity study in Section 3.4.5.
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Figure 3.4: Request latency at different percentiles for each policy. Same experiment as
in Figure 3.3 with a more descriptive representation. It is easy to see that PriorityMeister
(PM) is the only policy that doesn’t violate any SLOs (dashed lines).

3.4.1

PriorityMeister tail latency performance

Figure 3.3 plots tail latency performance across multiple policies, co-located workloads,
and tail latency percentiles. PriorityMeister (PM) is the only policy that meets SLOs for
all workloads across all percentiles. In this experiment, we show a typical example where
the storage is a bottleneck. We replay three traces derived from production workloads,
combined with a throughput-oriented workload (Workload L; not shown) that represents a
file copy, all sharing a single disk. All policies satisfy the throughput requirement, but not
all policies meet latency SLOs (dashed lines), especially at high percentiles.
Figure 3.4 shows a more descriptive representation of the latency (y-axis) at different
percentiles (x-axis). It is essentially a representation of the CDF in log scale to focus on the
tail behavior, with higher percentiles on the right. The results are grouped by scheduling
policy, and it is easy to see that PriorityMeister is the only policy that doesn’t violate any
SLOs.
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Figure 3.5: Effect of burstiness on tail latency. Increased levels of burstiness affect both
PriorityMeister (PM) and Cake, but PM meets the SLO at the 99th percentile for inter-arrival
burstiness levels up to CA2 = 40.
So why do the other policies fail? Proportional sharing (ps) is a strawman example of
not using latency QoS and is expected to fail. Cake [76] suffers from a combination of
three effects. First, reactive algorithms by design only react to problems. These approaches
do not work when targeting higher tail latencies where we cannot miss SLOs. Second, the
burstiness found in production traces exposes the aforementioned shortcomings of reactive
approaches. Third, there are more parameters to dynamically adjust when co-locating more
than one latency sensitive workload. Since the workloads are bursty at potentially different
times, it is not clear whether the parameters will even converge. Although the Cake paper
only targets a single latency sensitive workload, we were hoping that it could be generalized
to a few workloads, but we were unable to successfully do so with our workloads. EDF
and bySLO are both policies that only take into account the SLO of a workload. By not
considering the burstiness and load of workloads, they sometimes make bad prioritization
decisions. For example, bySLO prioritizes Workload C, which has a high load that has a
large impact on the other workloads. PriorityMeister accounts for the load and burstiness
of workloads to determine better priority orders as seen in this experiment.

3.4.2

Coping with burstiness

In Figure 3.5, we perform a micro-benchmark on the effect of burstiness on proactive
(PriorityMeister) and reactive (Cake) approaches. As burstiness increases, it is harder to
meet SLOs for all policies, but our proactive approach consistently does better. To make a
fairer comparison between these approaches, we only use a single latency sensitive workload
and throughput-oriented workload as in the Cake paper [76]. To vary the burstiness of a
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Figure 3.6: Prioritization is safe with rate limiting. PriorityMeister is the only policy that
isolates the effect of the misbehaving Workload D on Workload C.
workload, we synthetically generate random access traces where we control the distribution
of inter-arrival times. As a reference point, we do see that Cake meets the 99th percentile
for the low burstiness trace. However, as the burstiness increases, Cake is unable to meet
SLOs, even at the 96th percentile. PriorityMeister is better able to cope with the burstiness
by prioritizing the latency sensitive workload, though there are cases (e.g., Figure 3.5(c)),
as expected, where it is not possible to meet SLOs at the tail. This is because burstiness
inherently increases the queueing and latency of a workload.

3.4.3

Misbehaving workloads

Since PriorityMeister is automatically configuring workload priorities, a natural question to
ask is whether prioritization is safe. If a workload misbehaves and hogs the bandwidth, a
good QoS system is able to contain the effect and avoid starving the other well-behaved
workloads. PriorityMeister solves this by using rate limiting.
Figure 3.6 demonstrates the effect of rate limiting with a two workload scenario where
Workload D, configured with a high priority, changes from being well-behaved to misbehaved (Workload E). We set the SLOs to be high enough for all policies to meet them under
normal conditions (Figure 3.6(a), Figure 3.6(b)). However, when Workload D misbehaves
and floods the system with requests, Workload C, at a lower priority, (Figure 3.6(c)) is
negatively impacted. PriorityMeister is the only policy that manages to limit the effect of
the misbehaving Workload D through its rate limiting. This demonstrates that prioritization
is safe with rate limiting since Workload D has a higher priority in this experiment.
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Figure 3.7: Effect of network bottleneck. When workloads induce a bottleneck on server
network egress, PM is the only policy that meets all SLOs across all latency percentiles.

3.4.4

Multi-resource performance

With the growing popularity of SSDs and ramdisks, the bottleneck could sometimes be
the network rather than storage. PriorityMeister is designed to generalize to both network
and storage and potentially other resources in the future. Since network packets can be
prioritized in many network switches, PriorityMeister can operate on existing hardware.
Two common locations for a network bottleneck is at the server egress and the client
ingress. In these experiments, we use a set of four workloads on servers with a ramdisk and
multiple disks. To focus on the network aspect, each workload runs on a dedicated storage
device. For clarity, we only show three of the workloads where there is an effect on meeting
SLOs. The other workload (Workload I) has a higher SLO that is satisfied by all policies.
Figure 3.7 shows an experiment with a server egress bottleneck where all the workloads are
accessing storage devices co-located on a single machine. Our experimental results with a
client ingress bottleneck are similar. Both scenarios motivate the need for network traffic
conditioning. Without network QoS (Figure 3.7(c)), workloads start missing their SLOs at
the tail. PriorityMeister (Figure 3.7(a)) solves this problem by prioritizing the three shown
workloads in a way that is aware of both storage and network. Since Workload K is the only
workload running on a ramdisk, PriorityMeister realizes that the storage requests will be
fast and that it does not need to give workload K the highest network priority. By contrast,
the bySLO policy (Figure 3.7(b)) simply gives workload K the highest priority because it
has the lowest SLO, causing SLO violations at the tail latencies of other workloads.
We only show three policies in these experiments since EDF and Cake do not generalize
to networks. EDF would require a mechanism to timestamp packets and order packets by
timestamp, which is not supported in network switches. Cake would require a mechanism
to proportionally share the network, which is difficult to do in a distributed environment.
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Figure 3.8: PriorityMeister is robust to storage latency mis-estimation. Same experiment as
Figure 3.3, but with a less accurate storage model. Despite the mis-estimation, results are
similar.

3.4.5

Sensitivity analysis

Storage model inaccuracy
Storage modeling is known to be a challenging problem, and we are interested in how well
PriorityMeister performs when our storage model (described in Section 2.3.2) is inaccurate.
To demonstrate the robustness to modeling inaccuracy, we replace our default storage model
with a simple model that assumes a constant seek time for servicing a request. Figure 3.8
shows the same experiment as in Figure 3.3, but with the less accurate model. We find that
PriorityMeister ends up selecting the same priority order and producing similar results.
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that bySLO does surprisingly well, meeting SLOs in 5 of the 6 experiments.
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Scheduler
Argon [75]
SFQ(D) [45]
AQuA [79]
mClock [38]
PARDA [36]
PISCES [67]
Maestro [56]
Triage [46]
Façade [55]
pClock [35]
Avatar [85]
Cake [76]
PriorityMeister

Latency SLO
No
No
No
No
No
No
Average latency
Average latency
Average latency
Average latency
95th percentile
99th percentile
> 99th percentile

Multi-resource
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

Table 3.2: Comparison of storage schedulers.
SLO variation
The choice of SLO is dictated by the user and will certainly have an impact on how
the policies perform. We are interested to see how different SLOs affect PriorityMeister
in comparison to the other policies. To do this, we rerun the same experiment as in
Section 3.4.1 but with different SLOs for the workloads. Motivated by the bySLO policy,
we pick three SLO numbers and try the 6 (= 3!) permutations for assigning the SLOs to
workloads. Figure 3.9 shows the 99.9% latencies for these experiments. PriorityMeister
meets SLOs in all 6 experiments. Surprisingly, we find that the simple bySLO policy does
a reasonable job at meeting SLOs for 5 of the 6 experiments. While bySLO does not meet
SLOs in as many cases as PriorityMeister, it is a decent heuristic, especially in cases where
SLO values differ significantly.

3.5

Related work

PriorityMeister is different from prior work in two main ways. First, it is designed specifically for meeting tail latency SLOs in multi-tenant storage environments. Second, PriorityMeister generalizes to multiple resources including network and storage. Table 3.2
compares existing schedulers and PriorityMeister.
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Tail latency
Most of the prior work on storage scheduling has focused on the easier problem of sharing
storage bandwidth [36, 38, 45, 67, 75, 79]. Of the ones that focus on latency, most of them
target the average latency [35, 46, 55, 56]. We are only aware of two storage schedulers,
Cake [76] and Avatar [85], that investigate tail latency behavior.
Cake [76] is a reactive feedback-control scheduler that adjusts proportional shares to
meet 99th percentile latency SLOs. Our goals are similar, but PriorityMeister employs
a different approach to overcome some of Cake’s limitations. Cake only handles one
latency-sensitive workload with one throughput-oriented workload. PriorityMeister can
handle multiple latency and throughput SLOs, and it automatically tunes all of its system
parameters. Furthermore, PriorityMeister can deal with the burstiness found in production
storage traces, and it can meet higher percentile latency SLOs (e.g., 99.9%), both of which
are not possible using a reactive approach.
While Cake addresses multiple resources for HBase (CPU) and HDFS (storage), it
requires a mechanism to dynamically adjust proportional shares that is not readily available
for networks. Instead, PriorityMeister uses priority, which is a much simpler mechanism
and has support in many network switches. We tried extending Cake to use network rate
limits as a proxy for proportional shares, but it turned out to hurt more than help.
Avatar [85] is an Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduler with rate limiting support.
While Avatar shows tail latency performance, only the 95th percentile is evaluated (in
simulation). Our work focuses on higher tail latencies (e.g., 99.9%), and we perform our
evaluation on actual hardware. Avatar finds that rate limiting is important for providing
performance isolation, but it does not address how to set the rate limits, and its rate limiting
model is not configurable for workloads of varying burstiness. PriorityMeister analyzes
workload traces to automatically configure rate limits, and it can work with workloads of
varying burstiness. Lastly, the focus in Avatar is solely on storage, and the solution does
not generalize to networks since EDF relies on having a single entity that can timestamp
and order requests.
Multi-resource
A few recent papers have started to investigate the challenges with multi-resource scheduling [32, 33, 36, 67, 71, 76]. Providing QoS across multiple resources is particularly relevant
for end-to-end latency SLOs since latency is cumulative across all the resource stages
(e.g., storage, CPU, network, etc). One could imagine using two different QoS systems for
storage and network, but it is not obvious how to determine SLOs for each stage based on a
given total end-to-end SLO. PriorityMeister is a single QoS system that understands both
storage and network and can automatically configure the system to meet end-to-end latency
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SLOs. Our multi-resource QoS architecture is most similar to that of IOFlow [71]. IOFlow
introduces a new software-defined storage architecture for both storage and network QoS,
but does not address how to configure the system to meet latency SLOs. Our work is
complementary to IOFlow and can be thought of as a policy that could be built on top of
IOFlow’s architecture.
Other related work
The Bobtail [81] paper also investigates the problem of tail latencies in the cloud, and
the authors find a root cause of bad CPU co-scheduling. Our work is complementary to
theirs, and our work has the potential of incorporating CPU QoS in the future. HULL [3]
addresses the problem of delays from long network switch queues by rate limiting and
shifting the queueing to the end-hosts. Xu et al. [80] also address this problem, but do
so using network prioritization. Both papers allow low bandwidth workloads to quickly
pass through the network switch, but do not address how to deal with higher bandwidth
workloads with different end-to-end latency SLOs. PriorityMeister draws upon the field of
deterministic network calculus for modeling workloads and uses concepts such as arrival
curves and service curves [50]. Our latency analysis is similar to a recent theory paper by
Bouillard et al. [11].

3.6

Chapter summary

This chapter looks at how to meet tail latency SLOs in a shared networked storage system.
We find that existing reactive approaches are unable to cope with the burstiness found in
production workloads. Tail latency is significantly impacted by the bursts before a reactive
approach can react to the problem.
Our solution, PriorityMeister, takes a different approach by incorporating a tail latency
calculator that calculates the queueing effects from workload burstiness. PriorityMeister
uses this calculator to automatically configure priorities and rate limits to meet tail latency
SLOs. Experiments with production workload traces on a real system show cases where
PriorityMeister can meet even extreme tail latency SLOs (e.g., 99.99%), whereas state-ofthe-art approaches cannot.
PriorityMeister’s tail latency calculator is based on the Deterministic Network Calculus
(DNC) theory, which is a powerful tool for analyzing worst-case latency in a network
of queues. Since the publication of PriorityMeister, two other network QoS systems,
Silo [43] and QJump [34], have adopted DNC-based approaches. Beyond storage and
networks, PriorityMeister’s techniques could also be extended to analyzing latency in
real-time systems, where prioritization is common and strict guarantees are desired.
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One may be concerned about the worst-case nature of the DNC analysis. A worst-case
analysis is certainly applicable to settings where workloads may be correlated or adversarial.
But in cases where workloads are generally independent, the DNC worst-case analysis
can be overly conservative. In the next chapter, we provide a solution, SNC-Meister, for
a more accurate latency analysis with non-adversarial workloads. Thus, PriorityMeister
and SNC-Meister collectively cover the spectrum from potentially correlated/adversarial
workloads to uncorrelated/independent workloads.
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Chapter 4
SNC-Meister: Admitting more
workloads with tail latency SLOs
In this chapter, we focus on the question of how to perform admission control for tail latency
SLOs. When a new workload arrives to the system, we want to decide at that moment
whether we can admit the workload into the system while still guaranteeing all existing
SLOs and the new workload’s SLO. The key challenge lies in determining upper bounds on
each workload’s tail latency, which is particularly challenging with bursty workloads.
While our prior work, PriorityMeister, does not discuss admission control, the Deterministic Network Calculus (DNC) analysis used in PriorityMeister could be applied to
admission control. However, DNC is a worst-case queueing analysis targeting the 100th
percentile latency. In practice, many workloads are satisfied with controlling lower SLO
percentiles such as the 99.9th and 99th percentiles. As we’ll see in our results, PriorityMeister [86] and other DNC-based systems [34, 43] are too conservative in admitting workloads
with lower SLO percentiles. This is because as a worst-case analysis, DNC fundamentally
must account for every scenario, including adversarial worst-case scenarios where all the
workloads have their worst bursts at exactly the same time. By contrast, SLO guarantees at
lower percentiles do not need to cover these unrealistic worst-case scenarios.
We present SNC-Meister, a new approach for handling SLOs at various tail latency
percentiles. The key difference in SNC-Meister is that it uses a new probabilistic analysis
technique called Stochastic Network Calculus (SNC), which can analyze any latency
percentile (e.g., 99%). Until now, SNC has only been studied in theory, and SNC-Meister
is the first computer system to apply this new branch of theory. Focusing on tail latency
percentiles, rather than the adversarial worst-case DNC latency, allows SNC-Meister to
admit many more workloads: in experiments with production traces, SNC-Meister supports
75% more workloads than the state-of-the-art while meeting tail latency SLOs.
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Figure 4.1: SNC-Meister meets tail latency SLOs for workloads in the network shown. Our
evaluation experiments involve six servers running memcached and 180 workload VMs (on
12 machines), which replay recent production traces.
We introduce the problem and discuss the scope of this chapter in Section 4.1. We
present the design and implementation of SNC-Meister in Section 4.2. We then describe
our experimental setup in Section 4.3 followed by our results in Section 4.4. We discuss
related work in Section 4.5 and conclude with a summary of this chapter in Section 4.6.

4.1

Introduction

Meeting tail latency Service Level Objectives (SLOs) in multi-tenant cloud environments
is challenging. A tail latency SLO such as a 99th percentile of 50ms requires that 99% of
requests complete within 50ms. Researchers and companies such as Amazon and Google
repeatedly stress the importance of achieving tail latency SLOs at the 99th and 99.9th
percentiles [5, 20, 21, 34, 42, 43, 62, 70, 73, 74, 81, 86]. As demand for interactive services
increases, the need for latency SLOs will become increasingly important. Unfortunately,
there is little support for specifying tail latency requirements in the cloud. Latency is hard
to guarantee since it is affected by the burstiness of each workload and the congestion
between them. Tail latency is particularly affected by burstiness, and recent measurements
show that the 99.9th latency percentile can be high and vary tremendously [57].
The case for request latency SLOs
In this chapter, we consider cloud workloads that issue a series of requests over time for
data items on another server VM within the same datacenter. For example, in Figure 4.1,
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the blue workload, residing on VM V1 , sends requests to server VM D1 , which hosts its
data. We define SLOs over a pair of VMs (e.g., (V1 , D1 )), which is known in literature as
the pipe model. We define SLOs in terms of request latency (a.k.a. flow completion time),
which is the total time from when a workload issues a request until all the requested data is
received. Request latency is different from packet latency, which is the time it takes a single
packet to traverse through the network. Packet latency is the right metric when requests
are small and load is light. However, as the amount of data used increases, request latency
becomes the most relevant granularity (as argued in [84]).
Queueing is inevitable for request latency
High request latency is almost always due to excessive queueing delay [34, 43]. Queueing
is inevitable. In production environments, traffic is typically bursty. When these bursts
happen simultaneously, the result is high queueing delays.
Queueing can occur both within the network (in-network queueing) and at the end-hosts
(end-host queueing). Some works (e.g., Fastpass [62], HULL [4]) claim to eliminate or
significantly reduce queueing. What they actually mean is that they eliminate in-network
queueing by shifting the queueing to the end-hosts with rate limiting. This produces great
benefits for packet latency, which does not include this end-host queueing time. However,
these techniques do not solve the problem for request latency, which by definition captures
the entire queueing time, both in-network queueing and end-host queueing. Both forms of
queueing delay comprise the biggest portion of request latency, particularly when looking
at the tail percentiles [34]. Our system focuses solely on the effects of queueing (i.e.,
congestion between workloads) and leaves the mitigation of other sources of tail latency
(e.g., VM scheduling, TCP artifacts) to other works (e.g., [80, 81]).
Dual goals: meeting tail latency SLOs and achieving high multi-tenancy
The goal of our system is two-fold: 1) we want to meet tail request latency SLOs; and
2) we want to admit as many workloads as possible. Clearly, there is a tradeoff between
achieving both goals. Admitting few workloads will likely meet SLOs due to limited
queueing. Admitting many workloads, in contrast, creates the possibility of SLO violations
due to high contention between workloads. Admission control is the component that limits
the multi-tenancy so as to guarantee that the system only admit workloads whose SLOs can
be met.
A key challenge in admission control is predicting upper bounds on the request latency
for each workload. Predicting latency bounds is only possible with assumptions on workload
behavior. We address the typical behavior of workloads (i.e., not flash crowds, faulty
hardware, etc). We assume that typical workload behavior can be characterized (or at
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least upper bounded) by a stationary trace of past behavior. A trace contains a list of
requests parameterized by arrival time and request size. Figure 4.2(a) shows a graphical
representation of three example traces. Our system extracts information about a workload’s
load and burstiness from its trace.
Note that bursts are short lived (on the order of seconds), and that these bursts are not
caused by diurnal or hourly trends. In this work, we specifically focus on this short-term
burstiness, which is separate from time-varying load1 . These short-term bursts occur during
every hour of our traces, and they are known to have a large impact on performance [41].
The state of the art in admission control: worst-case bounds on the request latencies
The state-of-the-art in admission control are Silo (SIGCOMM 2015 [43]), QJump (NSDI
2015 [34]), and PriorityMeister (SoCC 2014 [86]). These systems perform admission
control by using Deterministic Network Calculus (DNC) to calculate upper bounds on
the request latency. Typically, DNC-based systems assume a workload’s request process
is characterized based on a maximum arrival rate and burst size. They then use DNC to
calculate each workload’s worst-case latency based on the workloads’ maximum rate/burst
constraints. If the worst-case latency for a workload is higher than its SLO, the workload is
not admitted.
The above systems all use DNC, but in somewhat different ways. Silo uses DNC to
calculate the amount of queueing within the network and performs admission control to
ensure that network switch buffers do not overflow. QJump offers several classes with
different latency-throughput trade-offs, for which latency guarantees are calculated with
DNC. PriorityMeister considers different prioritizations of workloads. For each priority
ordering, PriorityMeister uses DNC to calculate the worst-case latency of each workload.
PriorityMeister aims to choose a priority ordering that maximizes the number of workloads
that can meet their SLOs if admitted.
The limitations of DNC
The DNC theory predicts worst-case latencies for the adversarial case where the worst
possible bursts of all workloads happen simultaneously. While some workloads may be
adversarially correlated, it is very conservative to assume all workloads are correlated
with each other. The difference between assuming independence and dependence is substantial; as an example, Figure 4.2(b) shows the aggregate behavior of the three traces in
1 Time-varying

load can be accommodated by using a trace from a period of high load or by updating the
workload’s trace over time. Our work is still relevant to the short-term burstiness that occurs during periods
of high load.
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Figure 4.2: Three example production traces and their aggregate trace. A worst-case
analysis assumes that all three individual traces have their worst peaks at the same time,
which is overly conservative as shown in the aggregate trace.
Figure 4.2(a). The peak burst in each trace is marked with a horizontal line. As DNC is
an adversarial worst-case analysis technique, its equations account for the scenario where
each of the peak bursts happen at the same time. But as shown in the aggregate trace, the
actual peak is much lower than the adversarial sum of peaks. As a result, DNC’s worst-case
assumption limits the number of workloads that can be admitted into the system for any
given SLOs.

The case for Stochastic Network Calculus (SNC)
Typical users do not seek strict worst-case guarantees. Instead, users target tail latency
percentiles lower than the 100%, e.g., the 99.9th latency percentile [21]. DNC only
supports calculating the 100th percentile latency (i.e., adversarial worst-case). So given
99.9th percentile SLOs, DNC-based systems simply pretend they are 100th percentile SLOs,
resulting in admission decisions which are conservative.
We therefore instead turn to an emerging branch of probabilistic theory called Stochastic
Network Calculus (SNC). SNC provides request latency bounds for any user-specified
latency percentile, e.g., the 99th, 99.9th, or 99.99th latency percentile. By not making
adversarial worst-case assumptions, it is possible to admit many more workloads, even for
high percentiles (several 9s).
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Figure 4.3: User-specified workload dependency graph with three groups. Workloads in a
dependent group are assumed to be adversarially correlated with each other.
Support for dependencies in SNC
The SNC theory also supports having certain workloads being dependent on each other, as
indicated by a user-specified dependency graph (Figure 4.3). A user running several related
workloads can specify that a group of workloads are dependent on each other. Dependent
workloads in a group are allowed to be adversarially correlated with each other, but are
assumed to behave independently in relation to workloads in other groups. Thus, it is
possible to capture the benefits of independence without assuming all workloads are fully
independent of every other workload.
Our SNC-based system: SNC-Meister
Our new system, SNC-Meister, uses SNC to upper bound request latency percentiles in a
shared system with multiple workloads. SNC-Meister makes admission decisions for the
specific latency and percentile requested by each workload. In this chapter, we focus on
networks, but our techniques also apply to storage as demonstrated in Section 4.4.6. We
implement and run SNC-Meister on a physical cluster, and our experiments with production
traces show that SNC-Meister can support many more workloads than the state-of-the-art
systems by considering 99.9th percentile SLOs (see Figure 4.4).
In this chapter, we make the following main contributions:
• Bringing SNC to practice: SNC is a new theory that has been developed in a purely
theoretic context and has never been implemented in a computer system. Our primary
contribution is identifying and overcoming multiple practical challenges in bringing
SNC to practice. For example, it is an open problem how to effectively apply SNC
in non-trivial network topologies and how to incorporate workload dependencies.
We prove the correctness of SNC-Meister’s analysis and show that SNC-Meister
improves the tightness of SNC latency bounds by 2-4×.
• Extensive evaluation: We implement SNC-Meister and evaluate it on an 18-machine
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Figure 4.4: Admission numbers for state-of-the-art admission control systems and SNCMeister in 100 randomized experiments. In each experiment, 180 workloads, each submitting hundreds of thousands of requests, arrive in random order and seek a 99.9% SLO
randomly drawn from {10ms, 20ms, 50ms, 100ms}. While all systems meet all SLOs,
SNC-Meister is able to support on average 75% more workloads with tail latency SLOs
than the next-best system.
cluster running the widely-used memcached key-value store (setup shown in Figure 4.1, details in Section 4.3). We compare against three state-of-the-art admission
control systems, two of which we enhance to boost their performance2 . Across
100 experiments each with 180 workloads represented by recent production traces,
SNC-Meister is able to support on average 75% more workloads than the enhanced
state-of-the-art systems (Figure 4.4) while meeting SLOs of all admitted workloads.
This improvement means that SNC-Meister allows workloads to transfer 88% more
bytes in the median (Section 4.4.1). SNC-Meister is also within 7% of an empirical offline maximum, which we determined through trial-and-error experiments
(Section 4.4.2).
• Open-source release of SNC-Meister: Code for SNC-Meister is available at https:

//github.com/timmyzhu/SNC-Meister. We design SNC-Meister to operate in existing infrastructures alongside best effort workloads without requiring kernel,
OS, or application changes. To simplify user adoption, SNC-Meister only requires
high-level user input (e.g., SLO, trace) and automatically generates SNC models
2 Silo++

admits 10% more workloads than a hand-tuned Silo baseline, and QJump++ admits 5× more
workloads than a hand-tuned QJump baseline.
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and corresponding configuration parameters. Our representation of SNC in code is
simple and efficient, which results in the ideal linear scaling of computation time for
admission decisions in terms of the number of workloads.

4.2

SNC-Meister

In determining admission, SNC-Meister works with per-workload tail latency SLOs and
traces representing the burstiness and load added by each workload. Traces consist of a
sequence of request arrival times and sizes, and they can be extracted from historical logs
or captured during operation. Using traces avoids the burden of having users specify many
complex parameters to describe their traffic.
After receiving a workload’s SLO and trace, SNC-Meister determines admission through
the following three steps. First, SNC-Meister analyzes the workload’s trace to derive a
statistical characterization understood by the SNC theory (see Section 4.2.4). Second, SNCMeister assigns a priority to the workload based on its SLO where the highest priorities are
assigned to workloads with the tightest SLOs (i.e., lowest latency value). We opt for this
simple prioritization scheme since our experiments with PriorityMeister’s more complex
prioritization scheme show similar results. Third, SNC-Meister calculates the latency for
each workload based on SNC (see Section 4.2.2) and checks if each workload’s predicted
latency is less than its SLO. If the previously admitted workloads and the new workload
all meet their SLOs, then the new workload is admitted at its priority level. Otherwise,
the workload is rejected and can only run at the lowest priority level as best-effort traffic.
SNC-Meister enforces priorities both in switches and at end-hosts as described in Chapter 2.
We next provide background on SNC (Section 4.2.1) followed by four challenges we
overcome in implementing SNC-Meister:
1. SNC is a new theory, and it is currently an open problem how to effectively apply
SNC to network topologies (e.g., Figure 4.1). The SNC literature is primarily
concerned with theorems and proofs, but little is known about applying them in
practice. Section 4.2.2 describes SNC-Meister’s novel network analysis technique
and the corresponding improvement in accuracy.
2. The SNC literature does not consider the analysis of dependencies between workloads.
Section 4.2.3 discusses how SNC-Meister handles dependencies and its effect on
latency.
3. Real traffic exhibits bursty behavior, particularly at second/sub-second granularities,
and it is important to capture this behavior to properly characterize tail latency.
Section 4.2.4 describes how SNC-Meister models burstiness and how it configures
model parameters based on trace data.
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Figure 4.5: Example network with two workloads W1 and W2 flowing through two queues
S1 and S2 .
4. It is non-trivial how to work with full representations of probabilistic distributions
in software as required by SNC. Section 4.2.5 describes how SNC-Meister is implemented in code.

4.2.1

Stochastic Network Calculus background

At the heart of SNC-Meister is the Stochastic Network Calculus (SNC) calculator. SNC is
a mathematical toolkit for calculating upper bounds on latency at any desired percentile
(e.g., 99th percentile). This is in contrast to DNC, which computes an upper bound on the
worst-case latency (i.e., 100th percentile). We next describe the core concepts of SNC by
way of example (Figure 4.5) followed by the necessary mathematical details needed to
implement SNC.
SNC core concepts
SNC is based on a set of operators that manipulate probabilistic distributions. We refer to
these distributions as arrival processes (A1 and A2 for workloads W1 and W2 in Figure 4.5)
and service processes (S1 and S2 in Figure 4.5). One of the main results from SNC is a
latency operator for taking an arrival process (e.g., A1 ), a service process (e.g., S1 ), and a
percentile (e.g., 0.99), and calculating an upper bound on the tail latency. We write this as
Latency(A1 , S1 , 0.99). The latency operator works for any arrival and service processes.
As an example, consider calculating the 99th percentile latency for W1 in Figure 4.5.
Since W1 and W2 share the first queue, W1 does not experience service process S1 since
there is congestion introduced by W2 . Rather, W1 experiences the leftover (a.k.a. residual)
service process after accounting for W2 . In SNC, this is handled by the leftover operator,
, which is used in our example to calculate a new service process S10 = S1 A2 . W1 ’s 99th
percentile latency at the first queue is then calculated by using the latency operator with S10
(i.e., Latency(A1 , S10 , 0.99)).
Calculating W1 ’s latency at the second queue in Figure 4.5 requires arrival processes at
the second queue, which are precisely the output (a.k.a. departure) processes from the first
queue. In SNC, this is handled by the output operator, , which is used in our example to
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Purpose
Arrival process A for MMPP
with transition matrix Q and
diagonal matrix E(θ ) of each
state’s MGF
Service process S for network
link with bandwidth R
Leftover operator for service
process S and arrival process A
Output operator for service
process S and arrival process A

ρ(·)
ρA (θ ) =
sp(E(θ ) Q)

σ (·)
σA (θ ) =
0

ρS (θ ) =
−R
ρS A (θ ) =
ρA (θ ) + ρS (θ )
ρA S (θ ) =
ρA (θ )

σS (θ ) =
0
σS A (θ ) =
σA (θ ) + σS (θ )
σA S (θ ) =
σA (θ )+ σS (θ )−
1
θ

Aggregate operator ⊕ for arrival
process A1 and arrival process A2
Convolution operator ⊗ for
service process S1 and service
process S2

ρA1 ⊕A2 (θ ) =
ρA1 (θ ) + ρA2 (θ )
ρS1 ⊗S2 (θ ) =
max{ρS1 (θ ), ρS2 (θ )}

Tail latency L for percentile p,
arrival process A, and service
process S

L=

log 1 − eθ (ρA (θ )+ρS (θ ))



σA1 ⊕A2 (θ ) =
σA1 (θ ) + σA2 (θ )
σS1 ⊗S2 (θ ) =
σS1 (θ) + σS2 (θ )−

1
log 1 − e−θ |ρS1 (θ )−ρS2 (θ )|
θ



min

log (1−p)· 1−eθ (ρA (θ )+ρS (θ ))
θ ρS (θ )

θ >0


S (θ )
− σA (θρ)+σ
(θ )
S

Table 4.1: The SNC operators and equations used by SNC-Meister for independent workloads.
calculate W1 ’s output process, A01 , as A01 = A1 S10 where S10 is as defined above. W2 ’s output
process, A02 , is calculated similarly. W1 ’s latency at the second queue is then calculated as
Latency(A01 , S2 A02 , 0.99).
One might try to calculate W1 ’s total latency by adding up the latencies from each
queue (i.e., Latency(A1 , S10 , 0.99) + Latency(A01 , S2 A02 , 0.99)). However, this is not a 99th
percentile latency anymore. To get a 99th percentile overall latency, higher percentiles
are needed for each queue (e.g., 99.5th percentile)3 . There are in fact many options for
percentiles at each queue (e.g., 99.5 & 99.5; 99.3 & 99.7; 99.1 & 99.9) for calculating
an overall 99th percentile latency. Choosing the option that provides the best latency
bound is time consuming, so SNC provides a convolution operator, ⊗, which avoids this
problem by treating a series of queues as a single queue with a merged service process. In
3 This

is formally known as the union bound.
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our example, the convolution operator is applied to W1 ’s leftover service process at each
queue as S10 ⊗ (S2 A02 ). This new service process is then used to calculate W1 ’s latency as
Latency(A1 , S10 ⊗ (S2 A02 ), 0.99).
Lastly, SNC has an aggregation operator, ⊕, which calculates the multiplexed arrival
process of two workloads. For example, the aggregate operator can be used to analyze the
multiplexed behavior of W1 and W2 as A1 ⊕ A2 .
The SNC literature provides this set of operators along with proofs of correctness.
However, little is known on how to best combine these operators together to analyze
networks, and this is a challenging open problem that we address in SNC-Meister.
Mathematics behind SNC
We proceed to expand upon the high level description of the SNC concepts and describe
the mathematics behind SNC. To begin, we define the arrival process of a workload W1
as A1 (m, n), which represents the number of bytes sent by W1 between time m and n. As
arrival processes are probabilistic in nature, SNC is based on moment-generating functions
(MGFs), which are an equivalent representation of distributions. Directly working with
MGFs is unfortunately quite challenging mathematically, so SNC operates on an upper
bound on the MGF, parameterized by two sub-components ρ(θ ) and σ (θ ). For example,
the MGF of A1 (m, n), written MGFA1 (m,n) (θ ), is upper bounded by:
MGFA1 (m,n) (θ ) ≤ eθ (ρA1 (θ )(n−m)+σA1 (θ ))

∀θ > 0

MGFs are parameterized by a variable θ to represent all moments of a distribution (e.g.,
A1 (m, n)). All arrival processes are specified in terms of the two sub-components ρ(θ ) and
σ (θ ), and all SNC operators provide equations for these sub-components (see Table 4.1 for
an overview and Appendix A.2 for full details).
To calculate the ρA1 (θ ) and σA1 (θ ) for W1 , we need to assume a stochastic process for
W1 , such as a Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) (see Section 4.2.4). A MMPP
is useful for representing bursty arrival rates. For example, a 2-MMPP switches between
high-rate phases and low-rate phases using a Markov process. The MMPP’s transition
matrix is given by Q, which for a 2-MMPP has four entries:


phh phl
Q=
plh pll
where, e.g., phl indicates the probability of switching from a high-rate phase (h) to a lowrate phase (l). The distribution of the arrival rate and request size for each phase is captured
in the matrix E, which is a diagonal matrix of the MGF for each phase:


MGFh (θ )
0
E(θ ) =
0
MGFl (θ )
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Finally, the ρA1 (θ ) and σA1 (θ ) for W1 is calculated as:
ρA1 (θ ) = sp(E(θ ) · Q) and σA1 (θ ) = 0
where sp(·) is the spectral radius of a matrix.
Service processes are defined similarly to arrival processes with the same two subcomponents ρ(θ ) and σ (θ ). Rather than working with lower bounds on the amount of
service provided, SNC works with an upper bound:
MGFS1 (m,n) (−θ ) ≤ eθ (ρS1 (θ )(n−m)+σS1 (θ ))

∀θ > 0

where the MGF has an extra negative sign on the θ parameter, which transforms the lower
bound into an upper bound. For lossless networks, the ρS1 (θ ) and σS1 (θ ) have a simple
form:
ρS1 (θ ) = −R and σS1 (θ ) = 0
where R is the bandwidth of the network link.
Lastly, tail latency is calculated by chaining together the equations in Table 4.1 based
how the SNC operators are combined (Section 4.2.2) and using the latency equation (last
line in Table 4.1). Section 4.2.5 describes how we represent arrival and service processes in
code and how we evaluate the latency equation with the θ parameter.

4.2.2

Analyzing networks with SNC-Meister

Analyzing networks with SNC requires an algorithm for combining the SNC operators
described in Section 4.2.1. Even with the simple example in Figure 4.5, there are multiple
ways to analyze the latency for W1 . For example, Section 4.2.1 describes how the latency can
be analyzed one queue at a time (i.e., Latency(A1 , S10 , 0.995) + Latency(A01 , S2 A02 , 0.995))
as well as through a convolution operator (i.e., Latency(A1 , S10 ⊗ (S2 A02 ), 0.99)). Yet there
is even another approach by first applying the convolution operator on S1 and S2 before
accounting for the congestion from W2 (i.e., Latency(A1 , (S1 ⊗ S2 ) A2 , 0.99)). While
each approach is correct as an upper bound on tail latency, they are not equally tight.
One of our key findings is that some approaches can introduce “artificial dependencies”
where arrival and service processes are treated as dependent processes even though they
should be independent. For example, in Latency(A01 , S2 A02 , 0.995), A01 (= A1 (S1 A2 ))
and A02 (= A2 (S1 A1 )) are artificially dependent because they are both derived from
common sources A1 , A2 , and S1 . Likewise, the convolution S10 ⊗ (S2 A02 ) has an artificial
dependency because S10 (= S1 A2 ) and A02 are both derived from S1 and A2 . In reality,
there shouldn’t be any dependencies between A1 , A2 , S1 , and S2 , but the ordering of SNC
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Figure 4.6: Extending Figure 4.5’s example with workloads W3 and W4 flowing through
queues S3 and S2 .
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Figure 4.7: The tail latency calculated using DNC and multiple SNC methods, SNC
convolution [25], SNC hop-by-hop [10], and SNC-Meister. In this micro-experiment, we
vary the number of workloads connecting from a single client to a single server through
two queues.
operators can introduce these artificial dependencies. A more comprehensive example for
artificial dependencies can be found in Appendix A.3.
In our SNC algorithm, we identify two key ideas that allow us to eliminate artificial
dependencies.
Key idea 1. When analyzing W1 , SNC-Meister performs the convolution operator before the leftover operator for any workloads sharing the same path as W1 . For example,
Latency(A1 , (S1 ⊗ S2 ) A2 , 0.99).
Using this idea in the Figure 4.5 example avoids the artificial dependencies at the
second queue. However, there are other sources of artificial dependencies. Figure 4.6
shows a slightly more complex scenario with additional traffic from W3 and W4 . Calculating
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Figure 4.8: The tail latency calculated using DNC and SNC-Meister as we vary the fraction
of workloads that are dependent on each other. In this micro-experiment, seven identical
workloads connect from a single client to a single server, and a fraction of them (x-axis) are
marked as dependent on each other.
W1 ’s latency now requires accounting for the effect of W3 and W4 at the second queue S2 .
The straightforward approach is to apply the output operator on A3 and A4 to get arrival
processes A03 (= A3 (S3 A4 )) and A04 (= A4 (S3 A3 )) at the second queue. However,
this approach introduces an artificial dependency between A03 and A04 because they are
derived from S3 , A3 , and A4 .
Key idea 2. When handling competing traffic from the same source, SNC-Meister applies
the aggregate operator before the output operator. For example, (A3 ⊕ A4 ) S3 .
Using this idea, the aggregate flow to the second queue now does not have any artificial
dependencies. Combining the two ideas for our Figure 4.6 example, the latency of W1
is calculated as Latency(A1 , (S1 ⊗ (S2 ((A3 ⊕ A4 ) S3 ))) A2 , 0.99). Through these
two ideas, SNC-Meister is able to produce much tighter bounds (see Figure 4.7) than the
straightforward approaches (analyzing one queue at a time: SNC hop-by-hop [10]; applying
convolution to a workload’s leftover service process at each queue: SNC convolution [25]).
A formal description of our SNC algorithm can be found in Appendix A.4 and the proof of
correctness is given in Theorem 7 in Appendix A.5.

4.2.3

Dependencies between workloads

Since not all workloads are necessarily independent, SNC-Meister also supports users
specifying groups of dependent workloads. Dependent workloads are analyzed assuming
they can have adversarially correlated bursts. This can be useful, for example, when
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multiple workloads are part of the same load balancing group.
SNC-Meister incorporates user-specified dependencies by tracking dependency information with arrival and service processes. When aggregating multiple arrival processes
(as with key idea 2), SNC-Meister also uses the dependency information to minimize the
number of SNC operators that assume dependence (proved in Theorem 6 in Appendix A.5).
Figure 4.8 shows the effect of workload dependency on latency. In this experiment,
we take a fraction of the workloads and mark them as dependent on each other. As this
fraction varies from 0% (i.e., all independent) to 100% (i.e., all dependent), we see the
latency calculated by SNC-Meister increases. This is expected since dependent workloads
can have higher latencies due to simultaneous bursts. Nevertheless, SNC-Meister’s latency
is almost always4 under DNC since DNC assumes adversarial correlation for all workloads.

4.2.4

Modeling workload burstiness

Properly characterizing tail latency entails representing the burstiness and load that each
workload contributes. In SNC-Meister, we use a Markov Modulated Poisson Process
(MMPP) as an expressive and analytically tractable model for burstiness. A MMPP can
be viewed as a set of phases with different arrival rates and a set of transition probabilities
between the phases. A phase with high arrival rate can represent a bursty period, while a
phase with low arrival rate can represent a non-bursty period. The MMPP is flexible in that
the number of phases can be increased to reflect additional levels of burstiness.
The MMPP parameters for each workload are determined from its trace. Workload
traces contain the arrival times of requests and their request sizes (e.g., number of bytes
being requested). SNC-Meister first determines the number of MMPP phases needed to
represent the range of burstiness in the trace. We use an idea similar to [40] where each
phase is associated with an arrival rate and covers a range of arrival rates plus or minus two
standard deviations. SNC-Meister then maps time periods in the trace to MMPP phases
and empirically calculates transition probabilities between the MMPP phases.
While SNC-Meister adapts to the range of burstiness on a per-workload basis using
multiple MMPP phases, the specific number of phases is not critical. In our experimentation,
we find a big difference going from a single phase (i.e., a standard Poisson Process) to
two phases, but less of a difference with more than two phases. If computation speed is a
limiting factor, it is possible to tune SNC-Meister to compute latency faster using fewer
phases.
4 SNC-Meister

can generate higher latencies than DNC when nearly all workloads are dependent because
the SNC equations are not tight upper bounds, whereas our DNC analysis is tight.
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4.2.5

How SNC-Meister represents SNC in code

In this section, we describe how SNC-Meister represents arrival and service processes as
objects in code. We first show how to combine the SNC operators by walking through the
example in Figure 4.5 and then delve into details on how SNC operators are represented
internally.
To analyze the Figure 4.5 example, we start with two arrival processes (A1 and A2 ) and
two service processes (S1 and S2 ):
ArrivalProcess*
ArrivalProcess*
ServiceProcess*
ServiceProcess*

A1
A2
S1
S2

=
=
=
=

new
new
new
new

MMPP(traceW1);
MMPP(traceW2);
NetworkLink(bandwidth);
NetworkLink(bandwidth);

We proceed to calculate the latency of W1 , mathematically written Latency(A1 , (S1 ⊗ S2 )
A2 , 0.99). First, the queues are combined to create a service process for the convolution of
S1 and S2 (i.e., S1 ⊗ S2 ), which is yet another service process (named S1x2):
ServiceProcess* S1x2 = new Convolution(S1, S2);
Second, W1 ’s service process is calculated by using the leftover operator on S1x2 and W2 ’s
arrival process (i.e., (S1 ⊗ S2 ) A2 ):
ServiceProcess* S1x2_A2 = new Leftover(S1x2, A2);
Finally, the 99th percentile latency of W1 is calculated by:
double L_A1 = calcLatency(A1, S1x2_A2, 0.99);
SNC-Meister is designed to allow the SNC operators to compose any algebraic expression (e.g., (S1 ⊗ S2 ) A2 is new Leftover(new Convolution(S1, S2), A2)).
This is accomplished by having all of the operators as subclasses of the ArrivalProcess and
ServiceProcess base classes, which have a standardized representation using the ρ(θ ) and
σ (θ ) form (see Section 4.2.1). To symbolically represent these ρ(θ ) and σ (θ ) functions in
code, the base classes define pure virtual functions for rho and sigma that every operator
overrides with the equations in Table 4.1.
Lastly, calculating latency requires optimizing the θ parameter in the Table 4.1 equations.
In particular, the latency equation produces valid upper bounds on latency for every value
of θ > 0. Thus, to improve the accuracy of the latency bound, SNC-Meister searches
for a θ that produces the minimum latency by sweeping over a range of values at a
coarse granularity (e.g., θ = 1, 2, 3, ..., 10) and then progressively narrowing down to finer
granularities (e.g., θ = 2.1, 2.2, ..., 2.9).
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4.3

Experimental setup

To demonstrate the effectiveness of SNC-Meister in a realistic environment, we evaluate
our implementation of SNC-Meister and three state-of-the-art systems in a physical testbed
running memcached as an example application. This section describes the state-of-the-art
systems (Section 4.3.1), traces (Section 4.3.2), experimental procedure (Section 4.3.3), and
physical testbed (Section 4.3.4) used in our experiments.

4.3.1

Comparison approaches

We compare against three state-of-the-art systems: Silo [43], QJump [34], and PriorityMeister [86]. We enhance Silo and QJump to account for end-host queueing delay and to
automatically configure workload parameters (e.g., rate limits).
Silo [43]: Silo offers workloads a worst-case packet latency guarantee under userspecified rate limits. Admission control is performed by verifying that no switch queue
in the network overflows using equations from DNC. The maximum packet latency is
calculated by adding up all maximum queue sizes along a packet’s path.
A limitation with Silo is that choosing a rate limit (i.e., bandwidth and maximum
burst size) is left to the user. In the Silo experiments, the burst size is fixed to 1.5KB,
and bandwidth is chosen by trial and error. Selecting too high a bandwidth causes few
workloads to be admitted. On the other hand, selecting a small bandwidth (e.g., the average
bandwidth of a workload) entails a high end-host queueing delay due to being slowed down
by the rate limiting. Compensating for the effect of end-host queueing is left to the user.
Silo++: We extend Silo with an algorithm to automatically choose the minimal bandwidth so that each workload’s request latency SLO can be guaranteed. This is achieved by
profiling each workload’s traffic requirements and selecting rate limits using the effective
bandwidth approach from DNC theory [51]. We also add support for calculating the endhost queueing delay using DNC, which is used in conjunction with Silo’s packet latency
guarantee to check whether each workload can meet its SLO.
QJump [34]: QJump offers multiple classes of service with different latency-throughput
trade-offs. The first class receives the highest priority along with a 100th percentile latency
guarantee using DNC-based equations [59, 60], but is aggressively rate limited. For the
other classes, workloads are allowed to send at higher rates, but at lower priorities and
without any latency guarantee. There are two limitations in employing the original QJump
proposal: 1) users don’t know which class to pick because the respective latency guarantee
is unknown in advance; and 2) users don’t know the end-host queueing delay caused by the
rate limiting of each class.
QJump++: We extend QJump with an algorithm to automatically assign workloads to
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Figure 4.9: The ratio between maximum and mean request rate is high for many of our
traces.
a (near) optimal class. The algorithm iteratively increases the QJump level for workloads
that do not meet their SLOs. We add support for calculating the latency for each class as
well as the end-host delay, which allows QJump++ to check if a workload can meet its
SLO.
Additionally, we find that instantiating the QJump classes using the QJump equation
(Equation (4) in [34]) severely limits the number of admitted workloads (5x fewer on
average). By fixing a set of throughput values independent of the number of workloads, we
significantly boost the number of admitted workloads for QJump++.
PriorityMeister (PM) [86]: PriorityMeister uses DNC to offer each workload a worstcase request latency guarantee based on rate limits that are automatically derived from
a workload’s trace. PriorityMeister automatically configures workload priorities to meet
latency SLOs across both network and storage and is described in Chapter 3.

4.3.2

Traces

Our evaluation uses 180 recent traces captured in 2015 from the datacenter of a large
Internet company. The traces capture cache lookup requests issued by a diverse set of
Internet applications (e.g., social networks, e-commerce, web, etc.). Each trace contains
a list of anonymized requests parameterized by the arrival time and object size being
requested, ranging from 1 Byte to 256 KBytes with a mean of 28 KBytes. Each trace is
30 minutes long and contains 100K to 600K requests, with a mean of 320K requests. We
find that these traces exhibit significant short-term burstiness, and Figure 4.9 shows that the
CDF for the ratio of peak to mean request rate ranges from 2 to 6. We also perform standard
statistical tests [1, 58] to verify the stationarity and mutual stochastic independence of our
traces as required by SNC. For our storage experiments in Section 4.4.6, we also use a set
of storage traces from Microsoft production servers [47].
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4.3.3

Experimental procedure

In most of our experiments, we run up to 180 workloads that replay memcached requests
from each workload’s associated trace. For each experiment, workloads arrive to the system
one by one in a random order with a 99.9% SLO drawn uniformly randomly from {10ms,
20ms, 50ms, 100ms}. When a workload arrives, the admission system makes its decision
based on the workload’s SLO and the first half of the workload’s trace (15 mins). After the
admission decisions for all 180 workloads have been made, each admitted workload starts a
VM to replay the second half of its request trace (15 mins). All workloads replay their traces
in an open loop fashion, which properly captures the end-to-end latency and the effects of
end-host queueing [66]. All admission systems meet the workload SLOs, as verified by
monitoring the total memcached request latency for every request (i.e., completion time arrival time in the trace) and checking that the 99.9% latency across 3min time intervals for
each workload is less than its SLO. Thus, we evaluate the performance of the admission
control systems under the following two metrics:
1. the number of workloads admitted by each system
2. the total volume of bytes transmitted by admitted workloads
Metric 1 indicates how many workloads with tail latency SLOs can be concurrently supported by each system. Metric 2 prevents a system from scoring high on metric 1 by
admitting only low-load workloads.

4.3.4

Experimental testbed

Our experimental testbed comprises an otherwise idle, 18-machine cluster of Dell PowerEdge 710 machines, configured with two Intel Xeon E5520 processors and 16GB of
DRAM. We use the setup shown in Figure 4.1. Six machines are dedicated as memcached
servers running the most recent version (1.4.25) of memcached. Twelve machines run a
set of workload VMs using the standard kvm package (qemu-kvm-1.0) to provide virtualization support. Each workload VM runs 64-bit Ubuntu 13.10 and replays a trace using
libmemcached. Each physical machine runs 64-bit Ubuntu 12.04, and we use the associated
Linux Traffic Control interface without modifications. The top-of-rack switch connecting
the machines is a Dell PowerConnect 6248 switch, providing 48 1Gbps ports, with DSCP
support for 7 levels of priority.

4.4

Results

In this section, we experimentally evaluate the performance and practicality of SNCMeister. Section 4.4.1 shows that SNC-Meister is able to support 75% more tail latency
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of three state-of-the-art admission control systems to SNC-Meister
for 100 randomized experiments. In each experiment, 180 workloads, each submitting
hundreds of thousands of requests, arrive in random order and seek a 99.9% SLO randomly
drawn from {10ms, 20ms, 50ms, 100ms}. The left box plot shows that across the 100
experiments, SNC-Meister admits more workloads than state-of-the-art systems. The right
plot shows that SNC-Meister achieves a similar improvement with respect to the volume of
bytes transferred in each experiment.
SLO workloads than state-of-the-art systems across a large range of experiments. SNCMeister also transfers 88% more bytes, which shows that SNC-Meister supports a higher
network utilization. Section 4.4.2 shows that SNC-Meister’s performance is within 7%
of an empirical offline solution. Section 4.4.3 demonstrates that SNC-Meister is able
to support low-bandwidth workloads with very tight SLOs alongside high-bandwidth
workloads. Section 4.4.4 investigates the sensitivity of the SNC latency prediction to the
SLO percentile. Section 4.4.5 evaluates the scalability of SNC-Meister and shows that
both its computation time and performance scale linearly with the number of workloads.
Section 4.4.6 demonstrates that SNC-Meister also extends to storage.

4.4.1

SNC-Meister outperforms the state-of-the-art

This section compares SNC-Meister with enhanced versions of the state-of-the-art tail
latency SLO systems (described in Section 4.3.1). We run 100 experiments, each with 180
workloads arriving in a random order with random SLOs (described in Section 4.3.3). All
four systems, including SNC-Meister, meet the SLOs for all admitted workloads, but differ
in how many workloads each system admits.
Figure 4.10 shows a box plot of the number of admitted workloads and a box plot of
the volume of transferred bytes. We see that the three state-of-the-art systems (Silo++,
QJump++, PriorityMeister) perform roughly the same as they draw upon the same underlying DNC mathematics. SNC-Meister achieves a significant improvement over all
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Figure 4.11: Comparison between state-of-the-art systems, SNC-Meister, and an empirical
optimum (OPT) for 10 of the 100 experiments in Figure 4.10. The left box plot shows
that the number of workloads admitted by SNC-Meister is close to OPT, whereas the other
state-of-the-art systems admit less than half of OPT. The right plot shows that SNC-Meister
is also close to OPT with respect to the volume of bytes transferred in each experiment.
three systems across all 100 experiments. Silo++ admits slightly more than QJump++
and PriorityMeister, which is due to the effective bandwidth enhancement of Silo++ (see
Section 4.3.1). Nevertheless, SNC-Meister outperforms Silo++ by a large margin: of the
100 experiments, the 10-percentile of SNC-Meister is above the 75-percentile of Silo++ for
both the number of admitted workloads and bytes transferred. The fact that SNC-Meister
performs well for both metrics shows that SNC-Meister’s improvement is not just due to
admitting more low-load workloads, but is due to allowing higher utilization.

4.4.2

Comparison to empirical optimum

To evaluate how well SNC-Meister compares to an empirical optimum, we determine the
maximum number of workloads that can be admitted without SLO violations (labeled OPT)
via trial and error experiments. In order to determine the maximum in a reasonable time
frame, OPT only considers workloads in the order that they arrive. Thus, OPT is defined as
the largest n such that the first n workloads to arrive meet their SLOs. Determining OPT
via trial and error is time consuming and hence we only do this for a random subset5 of 10
out of the 100 experiments from Section 4.4.1.
Figure 4.11 compares the state-of-the-art systems, SNC-Meister, and OPT. We find
that SNC-Meister performs almost as well as OPT (within 7% of OPT in the median). By
contrast, the state-of-the-art systems admit only half of OPT. Thus, SNC-Meister captures
most of the statistical multiplexing benefit without resorting to trial and error experiments.
5 Note

that the results from the 10 experiments in Figure 4.11 are representative because the state-of-the-art
systems and SNC-Meister perform similarly to the 100 experiments in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.12: SNC-Meister’s admission control performance with small-request workloads.
The left graph shows the number of admitted workloads, and the right graph shows the
number of bytes transferred by admitted workloads. Our experiment includes two groups
of workloads: a set of small-request workloads with low-latency (4ms) SLOs and a set
of large-request workloads with higher-latency (50ms) SLOs. SNC-Meister admits more
workloads and over three times as many bytes as the state-of-the-art systems.

4.4.3

Small-request workloads

While we have focused on request latency, many related works focus on packet latency and
the effects on small requests (i.e., single packet-sized requests). As SNC-Meister supports
prioritization (Section 4.2), we demonstrate that SNC-Meister can also support workloads
with small requests and very tight SLOs. Figure 4.12 shows the results from an experiment
with a set of eleven workloads with single packet requests and tight SLOs (4ms) along with
twenty-one other workloads with larger requests and higher SLOs (50ms). Like before,
we see that SNC-Meister is able to admit many more workloads than the state-of-the-art
systems. Here, PriorityMeister does better than Silo++ and QJump++ since it does not
need to reserve a lot of bandwidth for the tight SLOs. Nevertheless, all three of these
state-of-the-art systems suffer from the drawbacks of DNC and are unable to admit many
of the large-request workloads once they’ve admitted the small-request workloads with
tight SLOs. This can particularly be seen in the graph of the number of bytes transferred
by admitted workloads. SNC-Meister admits both the small-request workloads as well as
many large-request workloads, resulting in a higher network utilization. SNC-Meister is
able to do so since, probabilistically, the small-request workloads do not have a big effect
on the large-request workloads.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison between the latency predictions of SNC-Meister and DNC for
different SLO percentiles. Specifically, the x-axis denotes the number of 9s, where three
9s represents the 99.9th percentile. As expected, the latency using SNC increases with the
SLO percentile, but is still superior to DNC.

4.4.4

Tail latency percentiles

One might wonder how SNC-Meister performs for latency SLOs other than the 99.9th
percentile. We address this question by comparing SNC-Meister’s latency prediction to the
DNC latency prediction used by state-of-the-art systems.
Figure 4.13 shows the latency prediction of SNC-Meister and DNC vs. the number of
9s in the SLO percentile, where three 9s represents the 99.9th percentile. SNC-Meister’s
latency increases with the SLO percentile, as expected, and only exceeds the DNC latency
with thirty-three 9s. Thus, SNC-Meister’s benefit primarily comes from considering non100th percentile SLOs. The relative difference between one and three 9s is small compared
to the difference between non-100th percentiles (i.e., SNC-Meister) and the 100th percentile
(i.e., DNC). Thus, experiments with 90th percentile SLOs and experiments where workloads
have mixtures of 90th, 99th, and 99.9th percentile SLOs show similar results to the case with
all workloads having 99.9th percentile SLOs. DNC’s worst-case analysis is conservative in
accounting for rare events that probabilistically should never occur, whereas SNC-Meister
is unaffected by these improbable events for almost any percentile.

4.4.5

Scalability

In this section, we study the scalability of SNC-Meister. Figure 4.14 shows the runtime for
computing latency as a function of the number of workloads. We see that SNC-Meister’s
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Figure 4.14: Scalability of SNC-Meister’s computation. SNC-Meister’s runtime scales
linearly with the number of workloads.
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Figure 4.15: Scalability of SNC-Meister’s admission. The number of admitted workloads
in SNC-Meister scales linearly with the cluster size.
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Figure 4.16: A summary of experimental results from our networked storage system
involving 16 experiments, each with 35 workloads, totaling 560 workloads. The total load
in each experiment is less than 60%. Without Admission Control, all 560 workloads are
admitted, but 383 workloads (shaded area) violate their tail latency SLOs. With a DNCbased approach, we meet all SLOs, but only admit 156 out of 560 workloads. SNC-Meister
admits 62% more workloads than DNC-based approaches.
runtime scales linearly with the number of workloads, which is ideal since each workload’s
latency is calculated one by one. This is promising, given that the computation is currently
single threaded, and the analysis of each of the workloads can easily be parallelized.
Figure 4.15 shows how the number of admitted workloads scales with the size of the
cluster. We use the same setup with 180 workloads, but replicate the workloads and number
of machines by a scaling factor (x-axis) to show the effect of larger scale. The order and
assignment of workload VMs to data servers is random as before. As expected, the number
of workloads admitted by SNC-Meister scales linearly with the size of the cluster.

4.4.6

Storage

While our results so far focus on networks, SNC-Meister also extends to environments
with storage and networks. Figure 4.16 shows a summary of our results comparing SNCMeister, DNC, and No Admission Control. We use PriorityMeister for the DNC-based
approach since it is the only DNC-based system that supports both storage and networks.
We run 16 experiments, each with 35 workloads based on traces from Microsoft production
servers [47]. We see that SNC-Meister is able to admit 62% more workloads than a DNC69
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Figure 4.17: Results when running workloads with a mixture of 99.9% SLOs at 150ms,
200ms, and 400ms. The left graph shows the number of admitted workloads under the No
Admission Control, DNC, and SNC-Meister policies. The right graphs show the 99.9%
latency (y-axis) for each of the 35 workloads (x-axis) running on our cluster. The red solid
line indicates the SLO value for each workload, where lower numbered workloads have
been assigned a lower SLO. Under No Admission Control, almost all workloads exceed
their SLOs. Under DNC, there are zero violations with only 29% of the workloads admitted.
Under SNC-Meister, there are again zero violations with 80% more workloads admitted
than under DNC.
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Figure 4.18: Same experiment as in Figure 4.17 except with 90% SLOs. Even for a
relatively low 90th percentile, it is still possible to exceed SLOs with No Admission
Control. DNC admits the exact same workloads as in Figure 4.17 since it cannot distinguish
between different SLO percentiles. SNC-Meister admits twice as many workloads as DNC
while still meeting SLOs.
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Figure 4.19: Histogram on the number of admitted workloads when evaluating SNC-Meister
and DNC on 1000 random mixtures of SLOs ranging from 150ms to 500ms. SNC-Meister
admits 54% to 67% more workloads than DNC with 99.9% and 90% SLOs respectively. The
clear separation between SNC-Meister and DNC indicates that SNC-Meister is admitting
more workloads than DNC in virtually all cases.
based approach. No Admission Control admits all of the workloads, but 68% of them
(shaded area) violate their tail latency SLOs even though the total load in each experiment
is less than 60%. Thus, admission control is crucial for meeting tail latency SLOs, even
when not at high load.
Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 show a more detailed view of two experiments at the 99.9th
and 90th percentiles, respectively. The left graph shows the number of workloads admitted
and the right graphs show the corresponding tail latencies of each of the workloads. The
red SLO line shows the SLOs for each of the workloads, which vary in these experiments
from 150ms to 400ms. In both the 99.9th and 90th percentile cases, No Admission Control
misses the SLO for many workloads, with some of the violations greater than 10 times the
SLO latency. DNC meets all SLOs, but only admits 29% of the workloads. Since DNC
cannot distinguish between a 99.9% and a 90% SLO, it conservatively admits only 29% in
both cases. By contrast, SNC-Meister admits 51% of the workloads in the case with 99.9%
SLOs and 57% of the workloads in the case with 90% SLOs while also meeting all SLOs.
In Figure 4.19, we consider a broader sweep of SLOs. We generate 1000 random
sets of 35 SLO latencies for each workload ranging from 150ms to 500ms. We compare
SNC-Meister and DNC and find that SNC-Meister admits 54% more workloads with
99.9% SLOs (Figure 4.19(a)) and 67% more workloads with 90% SLOs (Figure 4.19(b)).
Furthermore, these histograms have a clear separation between SNC-Meister and DNC,
which indicates that SNC-Meister admits more workloads than DNC in almost all cases.
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guaranteeing
tail latency
reducing
tail latency

SNC-based

SNC-Meister

worst-case
admission
control

Silo [43]
QJump [34]
PriorityMeister [86]
pHost [29]
Fastpass [62]
pFabric [5]
D2TCP [73]
DCTCP [2]
[20, 42, 70, 74, 81, 84]

datacenter
scheduling
congestion
control
other

tail latency
SLO
Any
(e.g., 99.9th)
100th
100th
100th
no
no
no
no
no
no

multitenancy

parameter
configuration

high

automated

low
low
low
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

manual
manual
automated
manual
manual
manual
n/a
n/a
n/a

Table 4.2: Comparison of SNC-Meister’s related work. While many systems aim to reduce
tail latency (bottom half of table), few provide tail latency guarantees (top half).

4.5

Related work

SNC-Meister addresses meeting tail latency SLOs, which is an active research area with a
rich literature. The related work can be divided into four major lines of work. First, there
is a body of work that ensures that tail latency SLOs are met based on worst-case latency
bounds; unfortunately these works are unable to achieve high degrees of multi-tenancy
due to the conservative nature of worst-case analysis. To overcome these limitations,
theoreticians have developed a second line of work that provides probabilistic tail latency
bounds via Stochastic Network Calculus (SNC). These works are entirely theoretical and
have never been implemented for any computer system. Third, there is a body of work that
proposes techniques for significantly reducing the tail latency; ensuring that request latency
SLOs are met is not within the scope of that work. Fourth, there are some recent systems
that try to meet SLOs based on measured latency; unfortunately, these works aren’t suited
for admission control and don’t cope well with bursty workloads.
Guaranteed latency systems
There are three recent state-of-the-art systems that provide SLO guarantees: Silo [43],
QJump [34], and PriorityMeister [86] (described in Section 4.3.1 and listed in the top
half of Table 4.2). All three systems are designed for worst-case latency guarantees.
For workloads seeking a lower percentile tail guarantee (e.g., a guarantee on the 99.9th
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percentile of latency), these systems are overly conservative in their admission decisions
(see Section 4.4.1).
Besides these recent proposals, there has been a long history of DNC-based worst-case
latency admission control algorithms in the context of Internet QoS [24, 49, 53, 72, 78].
These older proposals are not tailored to datacenter applications, and also suffer from the
conservative nature of worst-case latency guarantees.
Stochastic Network Calculus (SNC)
The modern SNC theory evolved as an alternative to the DNC theory to capture statistical
multiplexing gains and enable accurate guarantees for any latency percentile [10, 12, 13,
14, 16, 17, 19, 25, 27, 28, 30, 48, 54, 63, 64, 69, 82]. However, all of this work is in theory,
and we are not aware of any implementations that use SNC in computer systems. The only
practical applications of SNC are in the modeling of critical infrastructures such as avionic
networks [65] and the power grid [31, 77], which support the robustness of SNC theory.
Reducing tail latencies
There are many systems that demonstrate how to reduce tail latency (listed in the bottom
half of Table 4.2). Datacenter schedulers, such as pHost [29], Fastpass [62], and pFabric [5],
improve tail latency by bringing near-optimal schedulers (such as earliest-deadline first)
to the datacenter. These approaches can also shift queueing from within the network to
the end-hosts, which greatly reduces tail packet latency and the latency of short requests.
These approaches, however, are not designed to ensure tail latency SLO compliance.
Latency-aware congestion control algorithms, such as D2TCP [73] and DCTCP [2],
aggressively scale down sending rates and prioritize flows with deadlines. These approaches
react to congestion, which can lead to SLO violations in the face of bursty traffic [5, 43].
HULL [4] keeps tail latencies low by controlling the network utilization through rate
limiting, but can still experience SLO violations [34].
Other techniques for reducing tail latency include issuing redundant requests [20, 42,
74], latency-adaptive machine selection [70, 81], and latency-adaptive load balancing [84].
While these techniques can reduce the tail latency, they are not designed for meeting tail
latency SLOs.
Measurement-based approaches
Several recent works measure the latency and adapt the system to try to meet tail latency
SLOs [52, 76]. Unfortunately, these approaches aren’t suited for admission control where
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admission decisions cannot be made dynamically. Furthermore, prior work has shown that
reactive approaches struggle with bursty workloads and often do not meet their SLOs [86].
The recent Cerebro [44] work uses measurements to characterize the latency of requests
composed of multiple sub-requests. Unlike SNC-Meister, Cerebro is not designed to
account for the interaction between multiple workloads, which is a primary benefit of SNC.

4.6

Chapter summary

This chapter investigates how to perform admission control with various tail latency percentiles. Admission control is a critical feature for ensuring good performance for admitted
workloads. However, admission control for tail latency is particularly difficult since tail
latency is hard to analyze, especially with bursty workloads. If latency estimates are too
conservative, then the admission controller will not be able to admit many workloads.
SNC-Meister is a new admission control system for meeting tail latency SLOs while
achieving higher multi-tenancy than the state-of-the-art. In experiments with production
traces on a physical implementation testbed, we show that SNC-Meister can admit two
to three times as many workloads as the state-of-the-art while meeting tail latency SLOs.
SNC-Meister benefits from applying a new probabilistic theory called Stochastic Network
Calculus (SNC) to calculate tail latencies, while prior systems use the conservative worstcase Deterministic Network Calculus (DNC) theory. In fact, SNC-Meister is the first
computer system to practically use SNC.
As SNC is a new theory, there are many challenges in bringing it to practice, and there
is much room for further research. One challenge we identify is the important role of the
order in which SNC operators are applied – a fundamental problem that was not previously
considered in SNC literature. Our novel algorithm for analyzing networks with SNC makes
a significant step forward in making SNC a practical tool. We also add support in SNCMeister for dependencies between subsets of workloads, which addresses a practical issue
that is generally ignored in SNC theory. Our SNC library is now publicly open-sourced at
https://github.com/timmyzhu/SNC-Meister.
While this work focuses on the admission control problem, the ideas behind SNCMeister and SNC are applicable to many settings beyond admission control. One such
example is the datacenter provisioning problem. By being able to analyze workload
behavior and compute tail latency, SNC-Meister could be extended to deciding if (and
how many) more resources are required for meeting tail latency SLOs. Similarly, these
techniques could apply to workload placement problems. SNC could be used to identify
bottlenecks and make placement decisions in a tail latency aware fashion. We thus believe
that the SNC theory can develop into a practical tool for working with tail latency.
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While SNC is a great tool, it is not suited for every scenario. In settings where workloads
may be adversarial or correlated in unknown ways, DNC is more applicable than SNC.
DNC is also necessary for real-time settings where 100th percentile guarantees are desired.
So it is worthwhile building systems based on both SNC and DNC, and in the next chapter,
we’ll introduce WorkloadCompactor, a DNC-based workload placement system.
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Chapter 5
WorkloadCompactor: Reducing
datacenter cost while providing tail
latency SLO guarantees
Service providers want to reduce datacenter costs by consolidating workloads onto fewer
servers. At the same time, customers have performance goals, such as meeting tail latency
SLOs. In this chapter, we answer the question of how to consolidate networked storage
workloads onto storage servers while meeting tail latency SLOs.
To limit interference when consolidating workloads, customers and service providers
often agree upon rate limits. Ideally, rate limits are chosen to maximize the number of
workloads that can be co-located while meeting each workload’s SLO. In reality, neither the
service provider nor customer knows how to choose rate limits. Customers end up selecting
rate limits on their own in some ad hoc fashion, and service providers are left to optimize
given the chosen rate limits.
We present WorkloadCompactor, a new system for automatically choosing rate limits
– simultaneously with selecting on which server to place workloads – to minimize cost
while meeting tail latency SLOs. A key finding in our work is that the ability to co-locate
workloads is significantly impacted by how rate limits are chosen. In fact, the optimal
choice of a rate limit depends on how rate limits are selected for other co-located workloads.
WorkloadCompactor introduces:
1. a novel approach for jointly optimizing a set of workloads’ rate limits
2. a scalable placement algorithm for placing workloads onto servers
Our experiments show that by optimizing the choice of rate limits, WorkloadCompactor reduces the number of required servers by 30-60% as compared to state-of-the-art approaches
while meeting tail latency SLOs.
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Figure 5.1: Comparing WorkloadCompactor to state-of-the-art approaches under two scenarios, each using 1000 workloads based on production traces. In the first scenario, all
workloads specify the same SLO, and in the second scenario, workloads specify random
SLOs. Results are normalized to the number of servers used by WorkloadCompactor to
clearly show that state-of-the-art approaches require 40-150% more servers than WorkloadCompactor.
We introduce the problem and discuss the scope of this chapter in Section 5.1. We
present the design and implementation of WorkloadCompactor in Section 5.2. We then
describe our experimental setup in Section 5.3 followed by our results in Section 5.4.
We discuss related work in Section 5.5 and conclude with a summary of this chapter in
Section 5.6.

5.1

Introduction

In cloud computing and enterprise datacenter environments, service providers often seek
to maximize the utilization of their resources by sharing compute, network, and storage
resources among customers. At the same time, service providers want to keep their
customers happy by providing good performance. Some customers may specify their
performance goals in terms of a tail latency Service Level Objective (SLO), such as “99%
of requests must complete within 150 milliseconds”. Cloud researchers and companies
such as Amazon and Google have repeatedly stressed the importance of meeting tail latency
SLOs at, for example, the 99th and 99.9th percentiles, particularly for user-facing interactive
applications [5, 20, 21, 34, 43, 62, 73, 81, 86, 87].
Our goal is to simultaneously achieve these two objectives: (1) ensure that all workload
tail latency SLOs set by customers are met, while (2) minimizing the number of resources
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Figure 5.2: Characterizing burstiness via an r-b tradeoff curve. Feasible hr, bi points
represent rate limit parameters such that a workload is not delayed by the rate limiter.
that the service provider must devote to satisfying those workloads.
Our work targets network attached storage, such as Amazon’s Elastic Block Store
(EBS). Specifically, we consider the problem of how to share networked storage, which
involves deciding where to place storage workloads and how much resource to allocate to
each workload. The current practice for allocating storage resources is to have customers
either reserve some amount of storage throughput (e.g., Amazon’s Provisioned IOPS) or
run without any guarantees in a best effort fashion. Unfortunately, reserving throughput
is inefficient since customers end up reserving more throughput than necessary to handle
bursty behavior. In research, multiple papers have proposed using token bucket rate limits
with both a rate (i.e., throughput) parameter (r) and a burst (a.k.a. bucket size) parameter
(b). For example, Silo [43] and QJump [34] successfully use rate limiting to provide
network latency guarantees, and Avatar [85] and pClock [35] similarly manage storage
latency via rate limiting. However, an open problem in all of these papers is a method for
how to choose the rate limit parameters. They all assume the customer provides the rate
limit parameters as input.
Our results show that selecting rate limit parameters is an important problem that can
result in using 2.5x more servers than necessary (Figure 5.1). The reason for such a big
difference is because there are (infinitely) many feasible hr, bi choices for a given workload,
and the choice of an hr, bi tuple affects how easily it can be co-located with other workloads.
We define feasible hr, bi tuples for a workload as rate limit parameters such that the rate
limiter is sufficiently large enough to process workload requests without delay. Figure 5.2
shows an example of feasible hr, bi tuples where all points on or above the r-b curve are
feasible.
There are multiple approaches to choosing an hr, bi tuple. Authors of the recent Silo [43]
paper, for example, select rate limits in their experiments by setting r to the average rate
multiplied by some constant k (e.g., k = 1.5). The bucket size b can then be set by trial
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and error experiments or via the r-b curve. We refer to this approach as 1.5x Avg Rate or
2.0x Avg Rate. Another natural heuristic, which we call “Knee of r-b curve”, is to select
the knee of the r-b curve in hopes of making a good tradeoff between r and b. The stateof-the-art in theory for selecting rate limits is based on the Effective Bandwidth approach
from deterministic network calculus [51]. Unfortunately, all of these approaches are quite
suboptimal in minimizing the number of servers. This is because there is no “best” hr, bi
tuple for a workload; the optimal hr, bi tuple depends on the other workloads sharing the
server.
In fact, to minimize the number of required servers, a solution needs to be able to
dynamically reselect hr, bi tuples for existing workloads as new workloads arrive. This
introduces many challenges. First, the solution needs to predict how latency is affected by
the choice of hr, bi tuples for workloads sharing a server. Measurement based approaches
are insufficient for considering all of the many hr, bi combinations across the workloads
sharing a server; an analytic approach such as deterministic network calculus is necessary.
Second, latency is affected by various stages of a request. For networked storage, a
request traverses the network to the server, accesses the storage device on the server, and
traverses the network back to the client. Each of these stages has different requirements
based on the types of requests a workload sends. For example, the network traffic leaving
the server would send the number of bytes accessed for read requests and a constant (i.e.,
size of acknowledgment) for write requests. Each of these stages needs to be represented
by its own r-b curve, and the solution needs to pick hr, bi tuples for each of these stages for
each of the workloads sharing a server.
In addition to these challenges, there is also the problem of deciding onto which server
to place a workload. When placing a new workload, considering each server in a first-fit
fashion is slow, and a more scalable approach is needed.
WorkloadCompactor is a new system that solves all of these challenges. It includes a
tool for generating r-b curves based on traces of workload behavior (see Section 2.3.1).
Given r-b curves for each workload, it automatically chooses both storage and network rate
limit parameters for each workload – simultaneously with selecting onto which server to
place storage workloads. The key novelty to WorkloadCompactor’s workload compaction
algorithm is a specially formed linear program (LP) based on equations from deterministic
network calculus. The LP optimizes the choice of hr, bi tuples across all stages and across
all workloads sharing a server. WorkloadCompactor also provides a scalable heuristic for
how to quickly decide onto which server to place workloads.
Figure 5.1 shows that WorkloadCompactor’s ability to dynamically reconfigure workload rate limits provides a significant advantage over state-of-the-art heuristics in compacting workloads while satisfying tail latency SLOs. Our experiments with production
workload traces show that while all approaches meet tail latency SLOs, the state-of-the-art
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approaches do so using 40-150% more servers than WorkloadCompactor.
In this chapter, we make the following main contributions:
• Building an automated system for minimizing the number of servers to meet
tail latency SLOs: WorkloadCompactor is a new QoS system that enforces rate
limits and priorities in storage and network to meet tail latency SLOs. WorkloadCompactor minimizes the number of servers using a new technique for automatically
selecting rate limits and priorities to compact more workloads onto a server while
meeting SLOs; our technique is based on non-trivial applications of deterministic
network calculus. Our compaction technique is used in conjunction with our scalable
placement algorithm, which places workloads onto servers an order of magnitude
faster than the traditional first-fit policy.
• Extensive evaluation: We evaluate WorkloadCompactor on a physical 24-machine

cluster using 62-85 workloads derived from real production traces to demonstrate
that WorkloadCompactor uses 30-60% fewer servers than state-of-the-art approaches
while meeting tail latency SLOs. Our scalability experiments with 1000 workloads
show that WorkloadCompactor is able to quickly and effectively pack workloads at
large scale. We also show that WorkloadCompactor works well in a broad range of
scenarios such as mixing workload arrivals/departures and using multiple SSDs per
server.

5.2

WorkloadCompactor

We target storage workloads, which send a stream of requests (e.g., read, write) over the
network to access data on storage servers. We imagine Amazon’s Elastic Block Store
(EBS) as a typical example scenario for WorkloadCompactor, but the techniques described
are applicable to other systems such as NFS servers, memcached servers, or databases.
In this example scenario, an Amazon customer runs a workload (e.g., mail server) on
an “instance”1 connected to one or more “EBS volumes”. An EBS volume is hosted on
a storage server, which provides networked storage to the volume’s connected instance.
WorkloadCompactor is responsible for helping the service provider, Amazon in this case,
decide onto which storage server to host an EBS volume along with rate limits for workloads
accessing the storage server.
Figure 5.3 shows the process of adding a workload in WorkloadCompactor. When
a customer wishes to add a workload (e.g., a database backed by an EBS volume), the
customer allocates an instance for the database in the usual way. However, when the
1 Instances

represent virtual machines (VMs) in Amazon, but the design of WorkloadCompactor does not
require virtualization for either the client or server.
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Figure 5.3: WorkloadCompactor system diagram.

customer allocates the EBS volume, the customer specifies the desired latency along with
a description of the workload’s storage and network utilization in the form of a historic
trace. The trace gets translated into r-b curves via our rbGen tool (Section 2.3.1). The
customer can also specify a safety margin to scale the r-b curves to account for deviations
in past behavior; we explore the robustness of r-b curves in Section 5.4.2. The provider
then provides the desired level of service as specified by the SLO and r-b curves.
Having the r-b curve rather than a single hr, bi point is important since the choice of
a specific hr, bi point has a significant impact on the ability to co-locate workloads. If all
workloads select rate limits with low rates and large bucket sizes, then it will be hard to
co-locate workloads since the large bucket sizes will allow large bursts that could violate
SLOs. If all workloads select rate limits with high rates and small bucket sizes, then it will
be hard to co-locate workloads since all of the available bandwidth will quickly be used up.
Given the tail latency SLO and r-b curves for a workload, WorkloadCompactor decides onto which server to place the workload, along with what rate limits to set for the
workload. First, the wcPlacer component identifies candidate servers upon which to place
the workload. Second, the wcOptimizer component speculatively determines candidate
hr, bi tuples for each workload on the server. Third, the wcLatencyChecker component
determines whether the candidate placement and hr, bi tuples would satisfy all workload
SLOs. If not, the cycle begins again with the wcPlacer identifying a new candidate server.
Instead, if all SLOs are satisfied, WorkloadCompactor configures the appropriate storage
and network rate limits and completes by assigning the workload to the server.
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5.2.1

wcLatencyChecker: Guaranteeing SLOs

WorkloadCompactor relies upon deterministic network calculus, which has been shown
to be effective in related literature [34, 43, 86]. Deterministic network calculus provides a
framework for calculating latency guarantees based on the selected hr, bi tuples. Specifically,
we use deterministic network calculus equations to compute the latency due to queueing at
a server; we write equations from the perspective of a single server and repeatedly apply
them to each server.
For simplicity of exposition, we start by showing how to handle a single stage (e.g.,
storage), and later show how to extend to multiple stages. For any workload at priority p,
the following equation calculates an upper bound on tail latency:

∑

latency(p) ≤

bj

j|p j ≥p

1−

∑

rj

(5.1)

j|p j >p

where hr j , b j i corresponds to workload j’s selected rate limit. The numerator is the sum of
bucket sizes b j across workloads j where j’s priority, denoted by p j , is higher than or equal
to p. The denominator is 1 minus the sum of rates r j across workloads j where j’s priority
p j is strictly higher than p. Note that hr j , b j i is normalized such that r j is between 0 and 1.
From Equation (5.1), note that prioritization provides the benefit that workloads are only
affected by equal or higher priority workloads. WorkloadCompactor uses prioritization
to provide better latency for the workloads with tighter SLO constraints. Specifically,
WorkloadCompactor sets priorities in order of SLOs such that workloads with tighter SLOs
are assigned higher priorities. In other words, each priority p is associated with an SLO,
denoted by SLO p , where p1 > p2 implies SLO p1 < SLO p2 .

5.2.2 wcOptimizer: Selecting optimal rate limits
The choice of hr, bi parameters has a significant impact on how many workloads can be
co-located onto servers. Rather than using ad hoc approaches to choose the rate limit
parameters, WorkloadCompactor introduces a novel systematic approach for optimizing
the hr, bi parameters; existing strategies are described in Section 5.3.1. Our approach is
based on two key ideas.
First, since WorkloadCompactor accepts r-b curves as input, it is able to dynamically
re-select rate limit parameters. When a new workload is added to a server, WorkloadCompactor recomputes rate limits for each of the workloads sharing that server. Thus,
WorkloadCompactor does not need to consider future workload arrivals and only needs to
optimize based on the current workloads in the system.
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Second, WorkloadCompactor directly embeds Equation (5.1) into its optimization.
Since Equation (5.1) is used to check if workloads can be co-located, WorkloadCompactor
can check if there exists any set of rate limit parameters for the workloads such that they all
can be co-located. While checking all possible rate limits may sound slow and intractable,
a key insight is that we can actually represent the problem as a linear program (LP), which
can be efficiently solved. Specifically, for each priority level p with a given SLO, SLO p ,
we want to ensure that:
∑ bj
j|p j ≥p

1−

rj

∑

≤ SLO p

(5.2)

j|p j >p

which can be rewritten as the linear inequality:

∑

j|p j ≥p

bj +

r j · SLO p ≤ SLO p

∑

(5.3)

j|p j >p

Thus, WorkloadCompactor creates an LP with r j and b j as LP variables representing
workload j’s selected rate limit hr j , b j i. Equation (5.3) is added as a constraint for each
priority level to ensure SLOs are guaranteed. Additionally, constraints are added to ensure
that each selected rate limit hr j , b j i is on (or above) the workload’s r-b curve. Since the r-b
curves are piecewise linear convex functions, they can be encoded as linear constraints in
the LP by taking each of the lines defined by the piecewise segments in the r-b curve and
adding an LP constraint that hr j , b j i is above the line. Lastly, the following LP constraint is
added to ensure the server is not overloaded:

∑rj ≤ 1

(5.4)

j

Note that the sums in these LP constraints are in the context of one specific server (i.e., the
server where the new workload is being added).
WorkloadCompactor then uses an off-the-shelf solver (e.g., GLPK) to determine if the
LP is feasible (i.e., there exist valid hr j , b j i rate limits that satisfy the constraints) or if
there are no such rate limit configurations that can satisfy all workload SLOs. Since LP
feasibility is the primary concern, the specific choice of objective function is not critical,
and WorkloadCompactor simply minimizes the sum of rates.
To handle multiple stages (e.g., network, storage), WorkloadCompactor uses Equation (5.1) three times to represent the three stages: network into server, storage, network
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out of server. This results in the following equation:

∑

bnetIn
j

∑

j|p j ≥p

1−

rnetIn
j
j|p j >p

+

∑

bstorage
j

j|p j ≥p

1−

rstorage
j

∑

bnetOut
j

∑

+

j|p j ≥p

1−

∑

rnetOut
j

≤ SLO p

(5.5)

j|p j >p

j|p j >p

Unfortunately, Equation (5.5) is not a linear inequality, which makes the optimization
difficult. The key trick we discovered in solving this problem is to apply a relaxation to the
problem to convert it into a linear inequality. Specifically, we add a new LP variable R p for
each priority level such that it obeys the following three constraints:
rnetIn
≤ R p,
j

∑
j|p j >p

rstorage
≤ R p,
j

∑
j|p j >p

rnetOut
≤ Rp
j

∑
j|p j >p

Intuitively, the R p variable balances the rate across the three stages. Equation (5.5) can then
be relaxed to the inequality:

∑

bnetIn
j

j|p j ≥p

1 − Rp

∑

+

bstorage
j

j|p j ≥p

∑

+

1 − Rp

bnetOut
j

j|p j ≥p

1 − Rp

≤ SLO p

(5.6)

which can be rewritten as the linear inequality:

∑

j|p j ≥p

bnetIn
+
j

∑

j|p j ≥p

bstorage
+
j

∑

bnetOut
+ R p · SLO p ≤ SLO p
j

(5.7)

j|p j ≥p

Thus, to handle multiple stages, WorkloadCompactor replaces Equation (5.3) with Equation (5.7), and for each priority level p, it adds the R p variable along with R p ’s 3 constraints.

5.2.3

wcPlacer: Selecting workload placements

Since storage workloads are difficult to migrate, we restrict our design space to solutions that
do not rely upon constantly migrating workloads to fix bad placements. So to make a good
placement where SLOs are met, WorkloadCompactor places workloads onto servers where
they fit, as determined by solving the LP (Section 5.2.2). It remains to establish the order
in which to check servers for fit. Our tests with placement heuristics2 indicate that first-fit
2

We have tried various heuristics including first-fit, balancing the number of workloads per server,
balancing the average load per server, spreading bursty workloads onto different servers, spreading workloads
with different SLOs onto different servers, and random first-fit. We did not see any heuristic perform
significantly better than the others, and first-fit was one of the best policies we tried.
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yields good packings, which agrees with theoretical results3 ; hence, WorkloadCompactor
adopts a first-fit strategy.
Unfortunately, a naı̈ve implementation of first-fit is slow and unscalable. Often times,
most servers are nearly full, so a lot of time is wasted in determining that the new workload
cannot fit on near-full servers. WorkloadCompactor adds an optional fast-first-fit (FFF)
placement feature where it tracks how full servers are and skips trying to place workloads
onto near-full servers. Specifically, WorkloadCompactor tracks the sum of configured
rates at each server and skips placing workloads onto servers where the new workload
would overload the server (i.e., violate Equation (5.4)) assuming that rate limits are not
reconfigured. This avoids running the LP to reconfigure rate limits, but may result in
using extra servers in cases where reconfiguring rate limits would have allowed the new
workload to be packed together. Our experiments (Section 5.4.3) show that FFF drastically
improves the speed and scalability of WorkloadCompactor (e.g., over 10x faster with 1000
workloads) without significantly increasing the number of servers (within 3-4%).

5.3

Experimental setup

This section describes the comparison approaches, production traces, and testbed used for
the performance evaluation of WorkloadCompactor.

5.3.1

Comparison approaches

To evaluate the effectiveness of WorkloadCompactor, we compare its performance to three
state-of-the-art approaches to selecting a workload’s rate limits: scaling average bandwidth,
effective bandwidth, and finding the knee of the r-b curve. To make a fair comparison, all
approaches provide tail latency SLO guarantees by adhering to Equation (5.1). Workloads
are placed using a first-fit strategy, which works well, as noted in Section 5.2.3.
Scaling average bandwidth
Little is known about selecting rate limits, and most users resort to ad hoc heuristics. Authors
of the recent Silo [43] paper, for example, select rate limits by setting r to the average rate
of the workload multiplied by some constant k (e.g., k = 1.5). The b parameter can then
be determined through trial and error experiments or via the r-b curve (Section 2.3.1). By
3

Packing workloads with rate limits and priorities onto servers can be translated into the “online vector
bin packing” problem where rate limits correspond to packed-object sizes and the number of priorities is
correlated with the dimension of the vector. A recent STOC paper [9] proves a lower bound that is close to
the known upper bound for first-fit, indicating that first-fit is near-optimal.
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choosing higher r values, smaller bursts are allowed into the system, which allows more
workloads to be co-located without violating SLOs. However, higher r values may also
exhaust the available bandwidth. Our results evaluate this approach with two values of
k: 1.5 and 2, corresponding to values used in Silo. We also test a range of values from
1.25 to 20, but find that all of them perform worse than the effective bandwidth approach,
described next.
Effective bandwidth
The state-of-the-art in selecting rate limits is based on the effective bandwidth theory [51].
The effective bandwidth approach is designed to isolate each workload’s burstiness from
the other workloads in the system. Intuitively, the effective bandwidth approach slows
down traffic at the rate limiter to create smooth traffic and eliminate burstiness within the
system. Thus, the effective bandwidth approach sets b to 0 to create smooth traffic and
calculates the minimum r (known as the effective bandwidth) such that the workload is
slowed down by no more than the SLO.
The main downside to the effective bandwidth approach is that it isolates each workload’s burstiness, which eliminates any multiplexing benefit in the system. Specifically,
since congestion is eliminated from the system, prioritization does not provide any multiplexing benefit. Thus, the effective bandwidth approach is suboptimal in cases where
prioritization is useful (i.e., workloads with different SLOs), but is reasonable in cases
where prioritization is less helpful (i.e., workloads with same SLOs).
Knee of r-b curve
Looking at the shape of the r-b curves, one might consider a heuristic for selecting rate
limit parameters based on the “knee” of the curve. We are not aware of any system that
uses this approach, but it seems to be a reasonable way to trade off r and b. We evaluate
this approach with the knee defined as the point along the r-b curve that minimizes r + b.

5.3.2

Traces

Our evaluation uses a collection of real production storage traces of Microsoft services
(e.g., LiveMaps, Exchange), which are described in detail in [47]. In our experiments, we
consider each trace to represent a workload. Half of the trace is used for generating r-b
curves (Section 2.3.1), and the other half is replayed on our cluster to demonstrate that
WorkloadCompactor is able to meet tail latency SLOs. We replay traces in an open loop
fashion, which properly captures the end-to-end latency and the effects of queueing.
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Figure 5.4: Number of servers required by state-of-the-art approaches to meet tail latency
SLOs, normalized to the number of servers used by WorkloadCompactor. In all experiments,
we randomly select workloads. In the first 5 “Same SLO” experiments, we use a fixed SLO
for all workloads. In the last “Random SLO” experiment, workloads are configured with
random SLOs from {100ms, 150ms, 250ms, 500ms, 1000ms}. Each of these experiments
is run on our local cluster, and WorkloadCompactor is able to meet all workload SLOs
while using significantly fewer servers.

5.3.3

Experimental testbed

All experimental results are run on a dedicated rack of servers, each configured with two
Intel Xeon E5-2680 processors, 64GB of DRAM, and an Intel 710 series 300GB SSD.
The servers are connected via a 1Gbps network. We replay traces in VMs running 64-bit
Ubuntu 14.04 and use the standard NFSv3 server and client that come with these operating
systems to provide remote storage access.

5.4
5.4.1

Results
WorkloadCompactor uses fewer servers

One of the surprising results in our work is that the ability to compact workloads onto
servers while meeting tail latency SLOs is highly influenced by how rate limits are chosen
for each workload. Figure 5.4 compares WorkloadCompactor with the state-of-the-art
approaches in choosing rate limits across several experiments. In each experiment, we
assign 99.9% tail latency SLOs to randomly selected workloads and count the number of
servers used, normalized to the number of servers used by WorkloadCompactor. In the first
5 “Same SLO” experiments, we use a fixed SLO for all workloads. In the last “Random
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Figure 5.5: 99.9% latency (vertical bars) from running the “Same SLO” experiments in
Figure 5.4 on our cluster using WorkloadCompactor. All workload 99.9% latencies are
below the SLO (horizontal line).
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Figure 5.6: 99.9% latency from the “Random SLO” experiment in Figure 5.4 with workloads grouped by SLO.
SLO” experiment, we assign random SLOs from {100ms, 150ms, 250ms, 500ms, 1000ms}.
When selecting workloads, we only consider workloads that can meet their SLOs when
run in isolation to avoid using an SLO that is too tight for a workload. As a result, in
experiments with higher SLOs, we randomly select from a larger pool of workloads that
includes more bursty workloads.
Figure 5.4 shows that WorkloadCompactor uses far fewer servers than the state-of-theart approaches. For the Same SLO experiments, effective bandwidth works better than the
other state-of-the-art approaches, but still uses 40% more servers than WorkloadCompactor.
For the Random SLO experiment, the knee method works better than effective bandwidth
since the effective bandwidth approach is fundamentally unable to take advantage of
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Figure 5.7: Comparing the computation time scalability of first-fit and WorkloadCompactor’s fast first-fit (FFF) algorithm. FFF is much faster since it skips checking servers
that are nearly full.
prioritization benefits. Nevertheless, the knee method still uses 50% more servers than
WorkloadCompactor. WorkloadCompactor is the only method that works well in all cases.

5.4.2

Robustness

To demonstrate that WorkloadCompactor meets 99.9% tail latency SLOs, we measure each
workload’s 99.9% latency when running the experiments in Section 5.4.1 on our local
cluster. Our initial results (not shown) reveal that WorkloadCompactor meets all workload
SLOs when workloads are represented by their r-b curves. To explore the effect when
workloads deviate from their expected behavior, we run another set of experiments where
we use the first half of each workload’s trace to generate r-b curves and replay the second
half. We find that almost all workloads still meet their SLOs, but a few miss their SLOs
due to specifying r-b curves that are too small. One way of addressing this issue is to
add a “safety margin” by increasing the r-b curves. Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show our
experimental results with a 10% safety margin (i.e., scaling the r-b curves by 1.1); all of
the workload 99.9% latencies (vertical bars) are under the SLO (horizontal line) in all
experiments.

5.4.3

Scalability of computation

Figure 5.7 shows the scalability of WorkloadCompactor’s computation as the cluster size
grows. Our results show that WorkloadCompactor’s fast first-fit (FFF) policy (Section 5.2.3)
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Figure 5.8: Scaling the Same SLO experiments in Figure 5.4 to all available workloads5 .
WorkloadCompactor continues to outperform the state-of-the-art approaches at larger scales.
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Figure 5.9: Scaling the Random SLO experiment in Figure 5.4 to 1000 workloads. We
repeat the experiment with ten random sets of 1000 workloads to show that WorkloadCompactor consistently outperforms state-of-the-art approaches.

scales much better than the typical naı̈ve first-fit policy since FFF skips servers that are
nearly full.
One may be concerned about the quality of FFF’s packing, since it uses an approximation to check if servers are full. In our experiments, however, we find that FFF produces
good packings that only use 3-4% more servers than naı̈ve first-fit while using significantly
less computation.
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Figure 5.10: Same experiment as Figure 5.9, except with workloads randomly arriving
and departing over time. Results measure the maximum number of servers used at any
point in time, normalized to WorkloadCompactor. Comparing results to Figure 5.9, we see
that WorkloadCompactor handles workload departures better than other approaches since
WorkloadCompactor’s dynamic reconfiguration naturally adapts to departures.

5.4.4

Scalability of results

Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show the results from scaling the experiments from our local
cluster experiments in Section 5.4.1 to more workloads. Our results show that WorkloadCompactor’s packing density is not significantly affected by the size of the cluster, and we
expect WorkloadCompactor to perform well regardless of the cluster size.

5.4.5

Effect of workload departures

So far, we’ve assumed workloads only arrive over time. In reality, workloads will also
depart from the system, leaving gaps in which to place future workloads. To mimic this
behavior, we run an experiment where workloads randomly arrive and depart from the
system. Our results in Figure 5.10 show that WorkloadCompactor is better able to cope
with workload departures than the state-of-the-art approaches, which use over 50% more
servers. By contrast, the state-of-the-art approaches use over 40% more servers in the
arrival-only scenario in Figure 5.9. This is because WorkloadCompactor can dynamically
reconfigure rate limits for previously placed workloads to better pack in new workloads,
whereas the other approaches have less flexibility in squeezing in new workloads once a
given workload has departed.
5 Since

we only select workloads that can meet its SLO when run in isolation, there are more available
workloads with higher SLOs.
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Figure 5.11: The effect of changing the number of SSDs per server in an experiment with
1000 random workloads, each with random SLOs. With 1 SSD per server, the storage
is a bottleneck. With 2+ SSDs per server, the network becomes a bottleneck, causing
the number of servers and number of SSDs used to plateau. Since WorkloadCompactor
accounts for both network and storage, it naturally detects that it doesn’t need to use the
extra SSDs per server since the network is fully loaded.

5.4.6

Multiple SSDs on a server shift storage bottleneck to network
bottleneck

While storage is often a bottleneck, the network can also become a bottleneck depending
on the number and bandwidth of SSDs vs. the network bandwidth. Figure 5.11 shows
an experiment where we vary the number of SSDs per server to demonstrate this effect.
When storage is a bottleneck, increasing the number of SSDs per server should decrease the
number of servers used. Eventually, adding more SSDs per server does not help, since now
the network has become the bottleneck. For example, in our system, we see that storage is
a bottleneck with a single SSD per server, but the network becomes a bottleneck with 2+
SSDs per server. With 2+ SSDs per server, the number of servers used plateaus at around
115 servers, and the number of SSDs used also plateaus since the extra SSDs aren’t helpful.
In systems with higher network bandwidth, we would expect similar trends, except with the
plateau occurring at a higher number of SSDs per server. Importantly, WorkloadCompactor
is designed to account for both storage and network, and it will pack workloads so as to not
overload either storage or network.
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Figure 5.12: Comparing WorkloadCompactor to PriorityMeister’s [86] approach of using
multiple simultaneous rate limits.

5.4.7

Comparison to using multiple simultaneous rate limits

In addition to the state-of-the-art approaches for selecting rate limits, there is the PriorityMeister [86] approach to use multiple rate limiters simultaneously for each stage (e.g.,
storage, network) in a workload. Ideally, using multiple simultaneous rate limits will
achieve a similar benefit to dynamically reconfiguring rate limits, but there are multiple
caveats. First, enforcing multiple simultaneous rate limits is uncommon in systems today,
making it harder to deploy. Second, the complexity in analyzing tail latency with multiple rate limits leads to 15× more computation time than WorkloadCompactor with 1000
workloads. Third, the complexity also leads to the analysis being overly conservative when
handling equal priority workloads, which results in using more servers than necessary.
Consequently, WorkloadCompactor uses fewer servers than the multiple simultaneous rate
limits approach, as seen in Figure 5.12.

5.5

Related work

WorkloadCompactor is related to three branches of work, and is the first system to address
all three areas. WorkloadCompactor solves the workload placement problem in the context of meeting tail latency SLOs by optimizing the selection of rate limit parameters.
Table 5.1 summarizes the differences between related works.
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Load balancing
and migration
Guaranteeing
tail latency
SLOs
Rate limit
configuration

Basil [37]
Pesto [39]
Romano [61]
VectorDot [68]
Delphi/Pythia [23]
Silo [43]
QJump [34]
PriorityMeister [86]
SNC-Meister [87]
Effective bandwidth [51]
WorkloadCompactor

Workload
placement
3
3
3
3
3
3
7
7
7
7
3

Tail latency
SLOs
7
7
7
7
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Rate limit
configuration
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
3
7
3
3

Table 5.1: Comparison of WorkloadCompactor’s related work.
Workload placement
There are many works that consider how to place and migrate workloads between servers [23,
37, 39, 61, 68]. Many of these works propose good ideas for how to improve latency and
throughput with better load balancing [37, 39, 61, 68]. However, ensuring that tail latency
SLOs are met is outside the scope of their work.
Delphi/Pythia [23] looks at migrating workloads to meet tail latency SLOs. It reacts to
SLO violations and learns the appropriate mitigation actions (e.g., which tenant to migrate).
A major limitation is that at the core of its design, it allows SLO violations to occur and
then reacts. By contrast, WorkloadCompactor is designed to avoid SLO violations rather
than fix bad placements.
Tail latency SLOs
There are four systems that provide tail latency SLO guarantees: Silo [43], QJump [34],
PriorityMeister [86], and SNC-Meister [87]. Like WorkloadCompactor, they all use mathematical analysis to ensure SLOs can be met.
Of these works, Silo is the only system that addresses workload placement. The authors
find that a first-fit policy works well to pack workloads onto servers. However, Silo does
not address how to set rate limits, and the key finding in our work is that the choice of rate
limits significantly impacts the ability to compact workloads onto servers. Furthermore,
WorkloadCompactor also introduces the fast first-fit feature that drastically improves the
computational scalability of workload placement (see Section 5.4.3).
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Of these works, PriorityMeister is the only system that considers how to select rate limits.
PriorityMeister introduces the idea of simultaneously using multiple rate limiters to avoid
picking a specific hr, bi rate limit. Conceptually, the idea should work well, but as described
in Section 5.4.7, there are multiple caveats that make WorkloadCompactor a superior
solution. Additionally, workload placement is outside the scope of the PriorityMeister
paper.
Selection of rate limit parameters
Little is known about selecting rate limit parameters since most works (e.g., [34, 35, 43, 85])
assume the user is responsible for selecting rate limits. Users end up relying upon ad hoc
heuristics such as scaling the average rate by a factor [43]. The state-of-the-art from theory
is an idea known as effective bandwidth [51], described in Section 5.3.1. Though effective
bandwidth is optimal when workloads have the same SLO and only traverse a single stage
(e.g., storage), our experiments show that WorkloadCompactor uses far fewer servers than
effective bandwidth when handling multiple stages or workloads with different SLOs.

5.6

Chapter summary

This chapter considers how to consolidate networked storage workloads onto storage servers
while meeting tail latency SLOs. To ensure workloads behave well together, a common
approach is to assign rate limits to workloads. Surprisingly, we find that the selection
of workload rate limits makes a big difference in the ability to pack workloads together.
Unfortunately, there has been little study on how to set rate limits.
WorkloadCompactor introduces a new technique for optimizing the selection of rate
limits to compact more workloads onto a server while meeting SLOs. To guarantee tail
latency SLOs, WorkloadCompactor enforces rate limits and priorities in storage and network
and uses Deterministic Network Calculus (DNC) equations to check if workloads can be
placed together while meeting their SLOs. To optimally choose rate limits, we find that
WorkloadCompactor needs to adapt the existing workloads’ rate limits to better compact
them with new workloads that arrive. Our compaction technique is used in conjunction
with our scalable placement algorithm, which makes workload placement decisions an
order of magnitude faster than the traditional first-fit policy. Experiments with assigning
1000 workloads to servers show that WorkloadCompactor is superior to state-of-the-art
approaches, which use 40-150% more servers than WorkloadCompactor.
While we study workload placement in this chapter, we believe our techniques are also
useful for the admission control problem. Workload placement is a broader problem than
admission control since it additionally involves the decision of where to place workloads.
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Hence, our earlier work, SNC-Meister, studies admission control and measures the number
of admitted workloads whereas this work studies workload placement and measures the
number of servers used.
Beyond workload placement, our techniques naturally extend to other problems such
as workload migration. When specifying a new trace in response to a change in an
existing workload’s behavior, WorkloadCompactor could be used to decide where to
migrate the workload if necessary. While we only evaluate WorkloadCompactor with SSDs,
WorkloadCompactor can be applied to other storage devices such as disks, and we believe
our placement heuristic can be extended to automatically choose resources in heterogeneous
storage environments with both SSDs and disks.
WorkloadCompactor is designed for cloud settings where workloads may be adversarial
or correlated. By contrast, SNC-Meister in the previous chapter is designed for environments where workloads are generally independent. Both scenarios are important, and our
collective works address both scenarios. As for PriorityMeister, WorkloadCompactor draws
upon some ideas in the original work and is meant as a replacement. Nevertheless, in
scenarios where workloads are already placed and fixed, PriorityMeister is still useful for
trying to meet SLOs as best as possible.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
With the recent growth in cloud computing, significant economies of scale are now possible
due to widespread sharing of computing and storage resources. Sharing is necessary to
amortize the cost of running large datacenters, but it also introduces many performance
challenges. In particular, meeting tail latency (e.g., 99th percentile) Service Level Objectives
(SLOs) is one of today’s hardest and most important problems in resource management.
This thesis addresses some of the key challenges in meeting tail latency SLOs when sharing
storage and network resources. For example, tail latency is significantly impacted by the
transient queues that build up when multiple bursty workloads share resources. In our work,
we introduce new techniques for meeting each workload’s individual tail latency SLO. We
now summarize the contributions made by this thesis and then present some opportunities
for future work that arise from our work.

6.1
6.1.1

Contributions
System architecture

In Chapter 2, we describe our system architecture and the key mechanisms for enforcing
tail latency SLOs: prioritization and rate limiting. Prioritization allows our system to
provide better latency to workloads with tighter SLO requirements, and rate limiting
prevents starvation of lower priority workloads. In the chapter, we address the challenges in
enforcing priorities and rate limits with different types of hardware (e.g., SSDs, disks). For
example, we need to profile the behavior of storage devices to define the notion of tokens
in token bucket rate limiting. In the chapter, we also describe the high level process of
optimizing the workload priorities and rate limits to meet tail latency SLOs. A key step
in this process is analyzing the burstiness of workloads, and we present an algorithm for
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doing so by analyzing a trace of workload requests. Our system is used in the subsequent
chapters to solve resource management questions in meeting tail latency SLOs.

6.1.2

PriorityMeister: Tail latency QoS for shared networked storage

In Chapter 3, we present the design and implementation of a storage and network QoS
system, PriorityMeister, for meeting tail latency SLOs. Since existing reactive approaches
are unable to cope with the burstiness found in production workloads, PriorityMeister
takes a novel approach by proactively analyzing workload behaviors to determine the right
QoS parameters for meeting SLOs. Specifically, PriorityMeister automatically configures
workload priorities and rate limits based on an analysis of tail latency with Deterministic
Network Calculus (DNC). DNC is a powerful mathematical framework for calculating
the worst-case latency in a network of queues, and it has been used in two other QoS
systems, Silo [43] and QJump [34], since our publication. DNC is the key tool in allowing
our algorithms to determine the effect of prioritization and rate limiting on tail latency.
Experiments with production workload traces on our physical cluster testbed demonstrate
that our approach indeed meets tail latency SLOs, whereas state-of-the-art approaches do
not in some cases. Beyond storage and networks, PriorityMeister’s techniques can also be
extended to analyze latency in real-time systems, where prioritization is common and strict
guarantees are desired.

6.1.3

SNC-Meister: Admitting more workloads with tail latency SLOs

In Chapter 4, we build a new admission control system, SNC-Meister, for tail latency SLOs.
Admission control is necessary to control the amount of congestion within the system and
ensure SLOs are met for admitted workloads. To determine whether tail latency SLOs
can be met, SNC-Meister employs a new probabilistic theory called Stochastic Network
Calculus (SNC), which analyzes tail latency at any percentile (e.g., 99.9%) in a network of
queues. SNC-Meister is novel in that it is the first to bring SNC to practice in a computer
system. As the first to bring SNC to practice in computer systems, we identify and resolve
multiple practical issues such as handling workload dependencies. Our SNC library is now
publicly open-sourced at https://github.com/timmyzhu/SNC-Meister. Our
experiments with production traces show that an SNC approach allows SNC-Meister to
admit two to three times more workloads than the more conservative Deterministic Network
Calculus (DNC) adversarial worst-case approach while still meeting SLOs. We believe the
benefits of SNC can extend to other problems beyond admission control such as datacenter
provisioning and workload placement in the context of tail latency, and our SNC library
provides a solid foundation for future research.
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6.1.4

WorkloadCompactor: Reducing datacenter cost while providing tail latency SLO guarantees

In Chapter 5, we introduce a system, WorkloadCompactor, for consolidating workloads
onto storage servers while meeting tail latency SLOs. To meet tail latency SLOs, WorkloadCompactor limits the impact of workloads on each other by assigning rate limits and
priorities to workloads. Surprisingly, we find that the choice of workload rate limits significantly impacts the ability to pack workloads together. WorkloadCompactor introduces a
new technique for optimizing the selection of rate limits to compact more workloads onto a
server while meeting SLOs. WorkloadCompactor dynamically reoptimizes rate limits as
new workloads arrive to better pack workloads together. Our compaction technique is used
in conjunction with our scalable placement algorithm, which makes workload placement
decisions an order of magnitude faster than the traditional first-fit policy. Experiments
with assigning 1000 workloads to servers show that WorkloadCompactor uses 30-60%
fewer servers than state-of-the-art approaches. Beyond workload placement, our techniques
can be modified to solve related problems such as workload migration and managing
heterogeneous storage environments (e.g., mixture of SSDs and disks).
Though our experiments test 1000-2000 workloads, we expect our techniques to scale
to tens of thousands of workloads while deciding workload placements within seconds. If
computation time is a limiting factor, the computation can easily be parallelized for each
server.

6.2

Future work

This thesis introduces several techniques for meeting tail latency SLOs from the perspective of scheduling policies, admission control, and workload placement. There are two
immediate extensions to our work that were not addressed in this thesis.
First, our work on workload placement can immediately be extended to workload
migration. This can be accomplished by specifying a new workload trace to our system
when an existing workload’s behavior changes, at which point our system could decide to
migrate the workload if necessary. We have not, however, considered if it is more efficient
to migrate other workloads. We also have not explored how to utilize our system to manage
the traffic required to migrate a workload’s data.
Second, this thesis focuses on SSDs and disks, but does not address other storage
devices such as RAID arrays. Our system can be applied to other storage devices with the
addition of a profiler (Section 2.3.2) designed for characterizing their performance. Some
modifications to our storage enforcement may also be required to handle peculiarities of
these storage devices. For example, RAID arrays are similar to SSDs in that they require
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many concurrent requests to achieve good performance. To handle this peculiarity, we may
need to apply techniques similar to the ones used in our SSD enforcement.
Our system introduces new practical ways of utilizing Deterministic Network Calculus (DNC) and Stochastic Network Calculus (SNC) theory. Our theoretically grounded
techniques for controlling tail latency can be extended beyond storage and networks to
other contexts such as the CPU, cache, etc. For example, our DNC analysis and automatic
QoS parameter configuration techniques could apply to real-time CPU scheduling contexts,
where prioritization is common and strict guarantees are desired. As another example, our
tail latency analysis could be used to build an intelligent storage cache that is aware of the
performance impact of its caching decisions on the resulting backend storage traffic.
Our system is designed to ensure upper bounds on tail latency by limiting which
workloads can share servers (i.e., admission control/workload placement). This is complementary to other common techniques for reducing tail latency such as replicating requests.
We believe request replication is still a useful technique that can be used in our system to
reduce tail latency, but our system is still needed to ensure there isn’t too much congestion/queueing within the system. In a sense, request replication is designed to find short
queues, whereas our system is designed to upper bound the amount of queueing within the
system. Extending our system to explicitly account for request replication is left to future
work.
Finally, to monetize our work in cloud infrastructures, an important open problem
is how to set prices for tail latency SLOs. Designing a pricing model for tail latency is
challenging since the price needs to simultaneously account for the SLO latency, the SLO
percentile, and the rate limits associated with a workload. In particular, tail latency (and
latency in general) is temporal and significantly affected by the burstiness of workloads
sharing the system. Our work introduces techniques for characterizing workload burstiness
(r-b curves in Section 2.3.1), but future work is needed to build a pricing model around
burstiness and tail latency.
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Appendix A
SNC-Meister details and proofs
This appendix gives a detailed explanation of SNC-Meister’s analysis technique and the
corresponding proof of correctness. In order to state this proof, we first introduce basic
SNC definitions and assumptions (Appendix A.1) and the SNC operators (Appendix A.2).
We then give a detailed example explaining prior approaches to SNC network analysis
and our approach in SNC-Meister (Appendix A.3). Finally, we describe the SNC-Meister
analysis algorithm (Appendix A.4) and provide the corresponding correctness proofs
(Appendix A.5).
Appendix A.2 and Appendix A.3 describe material that is already known to the SNC
community. Appendix A.4 and Appendix A.5 and parts of Appendix A.3 describe material
that forms new contributions. These are new techniques that SNC-Meister develops to
extend SNC both with respect to making it practical for real systems and also with respect
to greatly improving the accuracy of latency bounds derived in SNC.

A.1

Basic SNC assumptions and definitions

Our SNC model is based on the “ρ(θ ), σ (θ )” notation developed by Chang [14] and the
moment-generating function framework by Fidler [25]. Note that we use the common
discrete-time form, where the time step size is small enough to capture continuous-time
effects. An excellent in-depth introduction of the discrete-time SNC building blocks and
SNC operators can be found in a recent survey [27].
SNC is based on four definitions (the arrival process, the MGF-arrival bound, the
service process, and the MGF-service bound), which are modified via the SNC operators
(Appendix A.2).
We first formally define the arrival process, which captures the total work arriving from
a workload in any time interval.
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Definition 8. (Arrival process)
Let ai for i ≥ 0 denote the work increments of a workload (i.e., the work arriving at
time i). The cumulative work received between time m and n is called the arrival process of
this workload and is defined:
n

m

i=0

i=0

A(m, n) := ∑ ai − ∑ ai
Using this definition, we can formulate an upper bound on the distribution of the arrival
process, using its moment-generating function (MGF). Recall that the MGF of a random
variable X is defined as E[eθ X ].
Definition 9. (MGF-arrival bound)
Let A(m, n) denote the arrival process of a workload. Then, this workload has the
MGF-arrival bound (ρA (θ ), σA (θ )), if the moment-generating function of A exists and is
upper bounded:
E[eθ A(m,n) ] ≤ eθ ((n−m)·ρA (θ )+σA (θ ))

for all m ≤ n ∈ N and θ > 0

Note that the MGF-arrival bound captures both the burstiness of arrivals and each
arrival’s request size and thus upper bounds the total work (e.g., bytes) arriving in an interval.
A MGF-arrival bound for a Markov-modulated process can be found in Section 4.2.1.
Having bounded a workload’s arrivals, we next formalize the service model. We first
formally define the service process assumption, which formalizes the relation between
queue departures and the service process: if there are waiting arrivals, then the minimal
number of finished requests (departures) is given by the service process. Note that the
service process assumption is also known as the dynamic server assumption in the SNC
literature [27]. We use D(m, n) to describe the departures (a.k.a. output) from a queue
between time m and n (see [26] for more details about this definition).
Definition 10. (Service process (dynamic server))
Let S(m, n) describe the total work processed by a queue between time m and n, and
let D(m, n) denote the queue’s departures. S is called a service process with departures
D(m, n), if S is positive and increasing in n and if for any workload with arrival process
A(m, n) it holds that
D(0, n) ≥ min {A(0, k) + S(k, n)}
0≤k≤n

Note that the service process assumption is fundamental for the correctness of SNC
calculations, and checking this assumption is a key step in the correctness proofs in
Appendix A.5. Using the service process definition, we can formulate an upper bound on
the distribution of the service process, using its MGF.
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Definition 11. (MGF-service bound)
Let S be a service process. Then, S has the MGF-service bound (ρS (θ ), σS (θ )), if the
moment-generating function of S exists and is bounded:
E[e−θ S(m,n) ] ≤ eθ ((n−m)·ρS (θ )+σS (θ ))

for all m ≤ n ∈ N and θ > 0

Note that the negative θ in the bound on the MGF actually makes this a lower bound on
the service process. As a result, the rate ρS (θ ) is also negative.

A.2

Formal definition of the SNC operators

The concepts behind the SNC operators are described in Section 4.2.1. Recall that there
are five SNC operators: the latency operator (Latency), the leftover operator ( ), the
output operator ( ), the aggregation operator (⊕), and the convolution operator (⊗). While
Table 4.1 gives an overview over the most commonly used form of the operators, this
section states the precise mathematical definitions and assumptions and gives pointers to
respective correctness proofs in the literature.
In all five of these operators, there is both a dependent version and an independent
version. The dependent version works in the case where the arrival/service processes are
stochastically dependent (i.e., potentially adversarially correlated), but leads to a worse
(i.e., higher) latency prediction than the independent version. Thus, it is preferable to use
the independent version whenever processes are independent. A key contribution in our
analysis approach is to avoid introducing “artificial” dependencies to minimize the usage of
the dependent equations. Appendix A.3 gives an example with details.
We start with the SNC latency operator.
Theorem 1. (Latency operator [10, 25])
Let A be an arrival process, and let S be a service process. Assume that A has
MGF-arrival bound (ρA (θ ), σA (θ )), S has MGF-service bound (ρS (θ ), σS (θ )), and that
−ρS (θ ) > ρA (θ ) ∀θ > 0.
dependent case:
An upper bound on the tail latency as a function of the percentile p is given by:
Latency(p) ≤ min
θ >0

n



1
log (1 − p) · 1 − eθ (ρA (x θ )+ρS (y θ )) −
θ ρS (y θ )
o
1
(σA (x θ ) + σS (y θ ))
ρS (y θ )

for any x, y ∈ (1, ∞) with 1x + 1y = 1.
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independent case:
If A and S are stochastically independent, then the tail latency bound simplifies to:


1
θ (ρA (θ )+ρS (θ ))
Latency(p) ≤ min
log (1 − p) · 1 − e
−
θ >0 θ ρS (θ )
o
1
(σA (θ ) + σS (θ ))
ρS (θ )
n

Note that the assumption −ρS (θ ) > ρA (θ ) ∀θ > 0 is essentially a stability condition.
ρA and ρS are time-dependent (i.e., multiplied by (n − m) in Definition 9 and Definition 11)
and can be thought of as rates or bandwidths. Also note that the tail latency bound is valid
for any fixed θ > 0, and thus the latency operator equation minimizes over all θ > 0. This
is done automatically by SNC-Meister as explained in Section 4.2.5.
Finally, note that the dependent case has additional parameters (x and y), besides θ . The
latency bound is valid for any x and y (fulfilling x, y ∈ (1, ∞) with 1x + 1y = 1), which requires
an additional search for the minimal parameters. Additionally, we remark that the dependent
case leads to significantly higher latency bounds because there is less multiplexing benefit.
Mathematically, the lack of independence means that the dependent-case form relies on
the Hölder bound, which is “costly” and leads to a much higher latency prediction [25].
Appendix A.3 explains this further.
The next operator characterizes the leftover service for a workload that shares a queue
with a higher-or-equal priority workload.
Theorem 2. (Leftover operator [10, 25])
Assume that two workloads share a queue with service process S, for which the first
workload has higher or equal priority than the second. Let A1 and A2 be the workloads’
arrival processes, respectively. Then the service offered by the queue to the second workload
A2 is a service process denoted S A1 .
Assume that A1 has MGF-arrival bound (ρA1 (θ ), σA1 (θ )) and that S has MGF-service
bound (ρS (θ ), σS (θ )).
dependent case:
The service process S A1 has the MGF-service bound (ρS A1 (θ ), σS A1 (θ ))
given by:
ρS
σS

A1 (θ ) = ρA1 (x

θ ) + ρS (y θ )
A1 (θ ) = σA1 (x θ ) + σS (y θ )

for any x, y ∈ (1, ∞) with 1x + 1y = 1 and for any θ > 0.
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independent case:
If A1 and S are stochastically independent, then the MGF-service bound simplifies to:
ρS
σS

A1 (θ ) = ρA1 (θ ) + ρS (θ )
A1 (θ ) = σA1 (θ ) + σS (θ )

for any θ > 0.
Note that if the queue is shared between many workloads, this theorem can be repeatedly
applied because the resulting S A1 again fulfills the assumption of the theorem.
We also remark, that Theorem 2 is conservative for the case when the two workloads
have the same priority. For specific cases of scheduling policies, like FIFO scheduling,
there are more accurate analysis techniques in the literature [18]. However, since switching
fabrics do not strictly follow FIFO in practice, our analysis does not rely on assuming a
specific scheduling policy (such as FIFO).
The next operator is the output operator, which is used to calculate a bound on the
departures from a queue, which can then form the input (arrival process) to another queue
in a network.
Theorem 3. (Output operator [10, 25])
Suppose a workload with arrival process A traverses a queue with service process S.
Then the (“output”) departure process is an arrival process denoted A S.
Assume that A has MGF-arrival bound (ρA (θ ), σA (θ )) and that S has MGF-service
bound (ρS (θ ), σS (θ )).
dependent case:
The departure process A
given by:

S has the MGF-arrival bound (ρA

ρA

S (θ ) = ρA (x

σA

S (θ ) = σA (x θ ) + σS (y θ ) −

S (θ ), σA S (θ ))

θ)


1
log 1 − eθ (ρA (x θ )+ρS (y θ ))
θ

for any x, y ∈ (1, ∞) with 1x + 1y = 1 and for any θ > 0.
independent case:
If A and S are stochastically independent, then the MGF-arrival bound simplifies to:
ρA

S (θ ) = ρA (θ )

σA

S (θ ) = σA (θ ) + σS (θ ) −

for any θ > 0.
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1
log 1 − eθ (ρA (θ )+ρS (θ ))
θ

The next SNC operator is the aggregation operator, which is used to merge two arrival
processes into one.
Theorem 4. (Aggregation operator)
Let A1 and A2 be two arrival processes. Then the multiplexed arrival process is an
arrival process denoted A1 ⊕ A2 .
Assume that A1 has MGF-arrival bound (ρA1 (θ ), σA1 (θ )) and that A2 has MGF-arrival
bound (ρA2 (θ ), σA2 (θ )).
dependent case:
The aggregated arrival process A1 ⊕ A2 has the MGF-arrival bound (ρA1 ⊕A2 , σA1 ⊕A2 )
given by:
ρA1 ⊕A2 (θ ) = ρA1 (x θ ) + ρA2 (y θ )
σA1 ⊕A2 (θ ) = σA1 (x θ ) + σA2 (y θ )
for any x, y ∈ (1, ∞) with 1x + 1y = 1 and for any θ > 0.
independent case:
If A1 and A2 are stochastically independent, then the MGF-arrival bound simplifies to:
ρA1 ⊕A2 (θ ) = ρA1 (θ ) + ρA2 (θ )
σA1 ⊕A2 (θ ) = σA1 (θ ) + σA2 (θ )
for any θ > 0.
The final operator is the convolution operator, which is used to “merge” two (or more)
queues in sequence into a single mathematical representation.
Theorem 5. (Convolution operator [25])
Let S1 and S2 be service processes for two queues in sequence. Then the combined
effect of both queues is a service process denoted S1 ⊗ S2 .
Assume that S1 has MGF-service bound (ρS1 (θ ), σS1 (θ )), S2 has MGF-service bound
(ρS2 (θ ), σS2 (θ )), and that ρS1 (θ ) 6= ρS2 (θ ).
dependent case:
The convoluted service process S1 ⊗ S2 has the MGF-service bound (ρS1 ⊗S2 , σS1 ⊗S2 )
given by:
ρS1 ⊗S2 (θ ) = max {ρS1 (x θ ), ρS2 (y θ )}


1
σS1 ⊗S2 (θ ) = σS1 (x θ ) + σS2 (y θ ) − log 1 − e−θ |ρS1 (x θ )−ρS2 (y θ )|
θ
for any x, y ∈ (1, ∞) with 1x + 1y = 1 and for any θ > 0.
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A W3
A W4

S1

S2

S3

Figure A.1: Example network with four workloads W1 to W4 flowing through three queues
S1 , S2 , and S3 .
independent case:
If S1 and S2 are stochastically independent, then the MGF-service bound simplifies to:
ρS1 ⊗S2 (θ ) = max {ρS1 (θ ), ρS2 (θ )}


1
σS1 ⊗S2 (θ ) = σS1 (θ ) + σS2 (θ ) − log 1 − e−θ |ρS1 (θ )−ρS2 (θ )|
θ
for any θ > 0.
The idea behind the convolution theorem is that it can be repeatedly applied until
each workload’s arrival process in a network traverses a single (convolution-type) service
process [17, 25].
Note that the case where ρS1 (θ ) = ρS2 (θ ) is not covered by this theorem. The simplest
way around this problem is to assume that one of the servers is slightly slower than the
other (e.g., scaling ρS1 (θ ) by 0.99), which makes little difference numerically and allows
us to always use this theorem.

A.3

Example: SNC convolution, hop-by-hop, and SNCMeister analysis

Having formally introduced the SNC operators, we are now ready to give an example for
the hop-by-hop analysis technique, convolution analysis technique, and SNC-Meister’s
analysis technique. All three techniques are based on the five SNC operators, but differ in
the order in which the operators are applied.
Recall the example network analyzed in Section 4.2.2, repeated here as Figure A.1.
There are four workloads, with arrival processes AW1 , AW2 , AW3 , and AW4 . The four workloads traverse three queues, with service processes S1 , S2 , and S3 . For the sake of simplicity,
we assume that W1 has a strictly lower priority than W2 to W4 on all queues and that all
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workloads are stochastically independent to start with. Appendix A.4 shows how to work
with user-specified workload dependencies. We furthermore require that all workloads have
MGF-arrival bounds and all service processes have MGF-service bounds.
Suppose we would like to calculate an upper bound on workload W1 ’s 99th percentile
latency. To perform this analysis, we use the SNC operators from Appendix A.2: the latency
operator (Latency), the leftover operator ( ), the output operator ( ), the aggregation
operator (⊕), and the convolution operator (⊗).
All network analysis approaches have to first consider the departures from workloads
W3 and W4 at S3 . A straightforward application of the leftover and output operators at S3 ,
would calculate their departures from S3 as follows:
0
AW
= AW3
3

(S3

AW4 )

0
AW
4

(S3

AW3 )

= AW4

0 and A0 from S (to calculate the service
Then, when analyzing S2 and subtracting AW
2
W4
3
0 and
available to W1 ), we would run into an artificial stochastic dependency because AW
3
0
AW4 are not independent. In this example, it is easy to avoid this artificial dependency
by aggregating AW3 and AW4 right from the start. This aggregation trick is a key part of
SNC-Meister’s analysis technique and will be discussed in more detail later.
We next state the explicit operator sequences to analyze the whole network based on
the hop-by-hop approach, convolution approach, and SNC-Meister’s approach.
The first approach is called hop-by-hop, because it separately applies the tail latency
bound from Theorem 1 to each hop (i.e., queue). Recent work [10] has shown that this
technique can be used to analyze a broad set of queueing networks (feed-forward networks).
Analysis approach 1. (SNC hop-by-hop)
We first derive the service S10 offered to W1 at the first queue:

S10 = S1

AW2

where we subtract the arrival processes of the workload W2 . We can then calculate the tail
latency W1 at the first queue with:
Latency(AW1 , S10 , 0.995)

(A.1)

In order to analyze the latency at the second queue, we first derive the arrival process
of W1 at the second queue (which is the departure process from the first queue)
0
AW
= AW1
1

S10

0 =
using the output operator. Similarly, we derive the departure process for W2 as AW
2
AW2 S1 . For workloads W3 and W4 we first aggregate them into a single arrival process
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0
and then calculate their departure process from S3 as AW
= (AW3 ⊕ AW4 )
3/4
service S20 offered to W1 at the second queue is then derived as:

S20 = S2

0
AW
2

S3 . The local

0
AW
3/4

and we calculate the tail latency of W1 at the second queue with:
0
Latency(AW
, S20 , 0.995)
1

(A.2)

We add the two latencies in Equation (A.1) and Equation (A.2) to calculate W1 ’s 99th
percentile latency. This is valid by the union bound because each hop’s latency uses a
higher percentile (e.g., 99.5% here).
Note that Equation (A.2) includes a stochastic dependency (e.g., S1 occurs in both
0 and S0 ), which means that the operators cannot use the simplified independent-case
AW
2
1
equation, but need to use the more complex dependent-case equation.
Observe that the stochastic dependency in the hop-by-hop analysis approach is inherent
to the analysis and not due to actual dependencies between workloads (we assumed them
to be initially stochastically independent). We therefore call such a stochastic dependency
an artificial dependency as opposed to an actual (user-specified) dependency.
The second analysis approach is called SNC convolution and emerges when applying
the line-network analysis technique [10, 12, 16, 17, 25, 27, 30, 54] to our network. The
goal of the SNC convolution approach is to merge all queues into a single service process
and to then apply Theorem 1 once to obtain the tail latency.
Analysis approach 2. (SNC convolution)
We first apply the leftover operator to every queue to obtain the “local service process”
offered to W1 , denoted S10 at the first queue and S20 at the second queue. They are calculated
exactly the same as in Approach 1.
We next use the convolution operator to merge the two local service processes together
into a global service process S:

S = S10 ⊗ S20
(A.3)
We can then calculate the 99th percentile tail latency of W1 at both queues using:
Latency(AW1 , S, 0.99)
Note that Equation (A.3) includes an artificial stochastic dependency. The benefit of
the convolution approach is that it only requires a single latency calculation.
In contrast to both SNC hop-by-hop and SNC convolution, SNC-Meister uses a novel
operator sequence, which minimizes the number of stochastic dependencies in the network
analysis. For the particular example given here, it is easy to show that our analysis does not
have any stochastic dependencies, which leads to a more accurate analysis.
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AW4 AW3
AW6 AW5
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Figure A.2: Reordering of workload priorities can be necessary to allow for aggregation of
workloads. In this figure, the workload priorities are ordered W3 > W4 > W5 > W6 , which
makes aggregating W4 and W6 impossible. In order to aggregate W4 and W6 , they need to be
in the same priority class, which means decreasing the priority of W4 (for the sake of the
analysis).
Analysis approach 3. (SNC-Meister)
The idea is similar to Approach 2, but changes the position of AW2 in the operator
sequence. Specifically, we exclude W2 in the derivation of the local service processes for
each queue, because it shares the whole path with W1 . We apply the leftover operator to
W2 and W1 only after having merged the two local service processes into a global service
process. This leads to the following operator sequence:


S = S1 ⊗ S2 ((AW3 ⊕ AW4 ) S3
AW2
(A.4)
where in the inner-most parenthesis we aggregate W3 and W4 before calculating their
departures from S3 . We then subtract them from S2 . In the outer-most parenthesis, W2 is
subtracted after having merged S1 and the leftover from S2 using the convolution operator.
We calculate the tail latency of W1 at both queues using:
Latency(AW1 , S, 0.99)
Note that Equation (A.4) does not include any stochastic dependencies.
Note that SNC-Meister’s equation is simpler than the other approaches, but requires
changing the order of several operators, which are not necessarily exchangeable. We
therefore prove the correctness of this change in the operator sequence in Appendix A.5.
We remark that the aggregation step (described before the three approaches) play an
important role in preventing stochastic dependencies. Unfortunately, as more and more
workloads are added to a network, aggregating departures becomes more complex.
Figure A.2 expands the network from Figure A.1 with two additional workloads traversing S3 . Specifically, we now consider four workloads at S3 , W3 to W6 , of which only two,
W4 and W6 , traverse the queue S2 . The four workloads are ordered by strictly decreasing
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scheduling priority. As in the previous example, we are interested in analyzing S2 , which
requires the departures from W4 and W6 .
If we calculate the departures of W4 and W6 separately (i.e., without aggregation),
we would introduce artificial stochastic dependencies. Therefore, it would be helpful to
aggregate the departures. Unfortunately, W4 and W6 have different scheduling priorities,
which prevents aggregating them into a single arrival process. SNC-Meister solves this
problem by relaxing the priority of the higher-priority workload, W4 , and then calculating the
aggregated arrival process. While this seems at first counter-intuitive – as assuming W4 has
a lower priority makes the analysis conservative – this step is necessary to resolve artificial
stochastic dependencies which would be introduced without aggregation. Changing these
priorities (for the sake of analysis) and efficiently aggregating workloads are key parts of
SNC-Meister’s analysis algorithm.

A.4

SNC-Meister’s analysis algorithm

This section introduces the two parts of SNC-Meister’s analysis algorithm: the arrival
process aggregation algorithm and the network analysis algorithm based on the aggregation
algorithm.
The first part, the arrival process aggregation algorithm, has the goal of aggregating many
arrival processes, which might have inter-dependencies originating from user-specified
dependencies. Specifically, the input to this algorithm is a list of arrival processes, and a
graph of their dependencies. The dependency graph has an edge between arrival process
Ai and A j , if they are inter-dependent. In SNC-Meister we assume that user-specified
dependencies are transitive (i.e., if i and j are dependent, and j and k are dependent, then
also workloads i and k must be dependent). This means that the dependency graph consists
of several cliques, which each represent one set of inter-dependent arrival processes.
The goal of the aggregation algorithm is to apply the minimal number of dependentcase SNC operators to merge a set of arrival processes into a single arrival process. The
algorithm proceeds in four steps:
1. create a list of groups G;
2. for each arrival process A, add A to the lowest numbered group in G that does not
have a workload with a dependency on A;
3. for each group g in G, aggregate the arrival processes in g, which are all independent
by construction, and store the aggregate in G’;
4. aggregate all the aggregates in G’, which all are dependent by construction.
The output is a single arrival process.
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Figure A.3: SNC-Meister calculates upper bounds for a bipartite graph of service processes
Si , i = 1, ..., n (left-hand side) and V j , j = 1, ..., m (right-hand side). This corresponds to a
full bisection bandwidth network where congestion primarily occurs at the end-hosts.
The second part, SNC-Meister’s network analysis algorithm, has the goal of deriving an
upper bound on the tail latency for a given workload. The algorithm is designed for full
bisection bandwidth networks where congestion primarily occurs at the end-hosts. This is
represented by a network of queues in a bipartite graph (Figure A.3) with two sets of service
processes Si (i ∈ 1, ..., n) and V j ( j ∈ 1, ..., m). Without loss of generality, we consider the
workload labeled W , which traverses S1 and V1 . SNC-Meister’s network analysis algorithm
then proceeds in six steps:
1. Find the set X of all workloads (excluding W ) that traverse S1 and V1 and have a
higher or equal priority than W . Use the aggregation algorithm to merge the arrival
processes of all workloads in X and denote the aggregated arrival process by AX .
2. Find the set Y of all workloads that traverse S1 and V j ( j > 1) and have a higher or
equal priority than W . Use the aggregation algorithm to merge the arrival processes
of all workloads in Y and denote the aggregated arrival process by AY .
3. For each i > 1:
• Find all workloads Zi , which traverse Si and V1 and have a higher or equal

priority than W . Use the aggregation algorithm to merge all of Zi ’s arrival
processes into AZi .

• Find all workloads Ri , which traverse Si , are not in Zi , and have a higher or

equal priority than the lowest priority workload in Zi . Use the aggregation
algorithm to merge all of Ri ’s arrival processes into ARi .

• Calculate the departure process for Si : DZi = AZi
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(Si

ARi ).

4. Use the aggregation algorithm to merge all departure processes into DZ = DZ2 ⊕
DZ3 ⊕ DZ4 ⊕ ... ⊕ DZn .
5. Calculate the network service process for workload W using the following equation:



S = (S1 AY ) ⊗ (V1 DZ )
AX
(A.5)
6. Use W ’s arrival process, S, and the SNC latency bound to derive the latency for W ,
for the percentile p via Latency(AW , S, p).

A.5

Correctness of SNC-Meister’s analysis algorithm

This section describes the correctness proofs of SNC-Meister’s analysis algorithm described
in the previous section. Specifically, we prove three statements:
(A) that the aggregation algorithm does in fact lead to the minimal number of stochastic
dependencies
(B) that step 3 in the network analysis correctly calculates an output bound
(C) the correctness of the service process equation Equation (A.5)
To prove statement (A), recall the dependency graph, which is the input to the aggregation algorithm. As described in the previous section, this graph consists of several cliques,
where each clique represents a set of inter-dependent arrival processes.
Theorem 6. (Optimality of aggregation algorithm)
Let k be the maximum size of a clique in the dependency graph.
1. The minimal number of applications of dependent-case SNC operators for any
algorithm is at least k − 1.
2. Our aggregation algorithm requires k − 1 applications of dependent-case SNC operators.
Proof. Note that the first statement is trivial because clearly each arrival process in the
largest clique has to be aggregated with a dependency operation. Since all workloads in the
largest clique (of size k) are inter-dependent, we need at least k − 1 aggregations with the
dependent-case SNC operator.
We next prove that our aggregation algorithm needs at most k − 1 dependent-case
operations. Assume for the sake of contradiction that the aggregation algorithm requires
k dependency operations. Our aggregation algorithm only uses dependency operations in
step 4, which requires |G0 | − 1 dependency operations. Thus, k = |G0 | − 1 = |G| − 1. This
implies |G| = k + 1, which means that in step 2, there was some arrival process A∗ , such
that A∗ was added to the k + 1 group. This can only happen if A∗ is dependent with some
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arrival process in all groups 1, . . . , k. Now by the assumption of transitivity of workload
dependencies, we have a clique of size k + 1 with A∗ and the other arrival processes that it
is dependent on in each group. This is a contradiction to k being the maximum size of a
clique.
To prove statement (B), we show that decreasing the priority of a workload (for the sake
of analysis) leads to an upper bound on the workload’s departures.
Lemma 1. (Aggregation with changed priorities)
Assume that a set of workloads traverses a queue with service process S. Let Z denote
a subset for which we are interested in a bound on the aggregated departures. Let R denote
all workloads with an equal or higher priority than the lowest-priority workload in Z.
Assume that the aggregated arrival processes from Z and R have MGF-bounds AZ and AR ,
respectively.
Then, the departure process of all Z workloads, DZ , is upper bounded
DZ ≤ AZ

(S

AR )

Proof. It is sufficient to show that for every workload, calculating the departure process
by decreasing the workload’s priority is an upper bound on the departure process with the
original priority. To this end, let A denote any fixed workload and let S denote the local
service process of A at the queue. Let D denote A’s departures. According to the departure
theorem [51], it holds that
D(m, n) ≤ max {A(k, n) − S(k, m)}
0≤k≤m

(A.6)

Decreasing the priority of A results in a service process S0 (m, n) ≤ S(m, n) (for all m ≤ n ∈
N). Therefore, max0≤k≤m {A(k, n) − S0 (k, m)} gives an upper bound on the right-hand side
of Equation (A.6).
To prove statement (C) (i.e., Equation (A.5)), we need to verify the assumptions of the
SNC latency bound, which is that S is a service process (Definition 10).
The following theorem formally describes this scenario and SNC-Meister’s operator
sequence together with a full proof of correctness.
Theorem 7. (Independent network analysis)
Assume the scenario shown in Figure A.3:
• a bipartite graph connecting two sets of service processes Si (i ∈ 1, ..., n) and V j
( j ∈ 1, ..., m)
• a set of workloads X traverses S1 and V1 , and the aggregate arrivals are bounded by
AX ;
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• a set of workloads Y traverses S1 and V j ( j > 1), and the aggregate arrivals are

bounded by AY ;
• a set of workloads Z originates as departures from Si (i > 1) and traverses V1 , and

the aggregate departures from these workloads are bounded by DZ
We are interested in workload W , which traverses S1 and V1 and is bounded by arrival
process AW . W has a lower or equal priority to X, Y , and Z. The order of priorities between
X, Y , Z can be arbitrary.
Then, the tail latency can be calculated using Theorem 1 with AW and the service
process S




S(m, n) = (S1 AY ) ⊗ (V1 DZ )
AX m, n
whose MGF-service bound is calculated using the standard SNC operators.
Proof. Note that because the correctness of individual operators has already been proven,
it remains to be shown that changing the operator sequence satisfies the service process
requirement from Definition 10.
Let n ≥ 0 be arbitrary. Consider W and X. Let DW and DX denote their departures from
∗ and D∗ denote their departures from server V .
server S1 , and let DW
1
X
∗ , D∗ ) to
We first consider the relation between the departures of W and X at V1 (i.e., DW
X
their arrivals (i.e., DW , DX ). By Lemma 1, they receive the service process V1 DZ . That
is (by Definition 10),

∗
DW
(0, n) + D∗X (0, n) ≥ min DW (0, m) + DX (0, m) + (V1 DZ )(m, n)
(A.7)
0≤m≤n

Similarly, consider the relation between the departures of W and X at S1 (i.e., DW , DX ) to
their arrivals (i.e., AW , AX ). By Lemma 1, they receive the service process S1 AY . That is
(by Definition 10),

DW (0, m) + DX (0, m) ≥ min AW (0, k) + AX (0, k) + (S1 AY )(k, m)
(A.8)
0≤k≤m

Now combining Equation (A.7) and Equation (A.8), we get
∗
DW
(0, n) + D∗X (0, n)
n
o

≥ min
min AW (0, k) + AX (0, k) + (S1 AY )(k, m) + (V1 DZ )(m, n)
0≤m≤n 0≤k≤m
n
o
= min
AW (0, k) + AX (0, k) + (S1 AY )(k, m) + (V1 DZ )(m, n)
0≤k≤m≤n
n
o

= min AW (0, k) + AX (0, k) + min (S1 AY )(k, m) + (V1 DZ )(m, n)
0≤k≤n
k≤m≤n
n
o

= min AW (0, k) + AX (0, k) + (S1 AY ) ⊗ (V1 DZ ) (k, n)
0≤k≤n
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Next, we note that
AX (0, n) ≥ DX (0, n) ≥ D∗X (0, n)
since there must be an arrival for there to be a departure.
Combining the previous inequalities, we get
n
o

∗
DW
(0, n) ≥ min AW (0, k) + AX (0, k) + (S1 AY ) ⊗ (V1 DZ ) (k, n) − AX (0, n)
0≤k≤n
n
o

= min AW (0, k) − AX (k, n) + (S1 AY ) ⊗ (V1 DZ ) (k, n)
0≤k≤n
n


o

AX (k, n)
= min AW (0, k) + (S1 AY ) ⊗ (V1 DZ )
0≤k≤n
n
o
= min AW (0, k) + S(k, n)
0≤k≤n

Thus, by Definition 10, S is the service process for W .
Observe that S(m, n) preserves all stochastic independencies of W , X, Y , and Z. SNCMeister’s network analysis is thus optimal in the sense that it does not introduce artificial
stochastic dependencies.
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